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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

FORTH WORTH DIVISION 
 

BAY CITIES RECOVERY, INC. d/b/a  ) 
DIGITALDOG AUTO RECOVERY ,  ) 
       ) 
   Plaintiff,   ) Civil Action No.  
       ) 
  v.     ) JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
       ) 
DIGITAL RECOGNITION NETWORK, INC., )       
       ) 
   Defendant.   ) 
 

PLAINTIFF’S COMPLAINT AGAINST DIGITAL RECOGNITION NETWORK, INC. 
 

 For its Complaint against Defendant Digital Recognition Network, Inc. (“DRN”), 

Plaintiff Bay Cities Recovery, Inc. d/b/a DigitalDog Auto Recovery (“DigitalDog”) states and 

alleges as follows: 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

1. DigitalDog is a California repossession agency. It generally recovers vehicles 

from consumers that financed their vehicles but then defaulted on their auto loans. It has more 

than 75 employees in California and services more than 400 cities throughout the state.   

2. From its founding in 1998 to the present, DigitalDog has used a manual, and 

sometimes labor-intensive, investigatory method known as “skip tracing” to locate vehicles 

subject to repossession. For example, DigitalDog might research the driver-of-record’s physical 

address or the address of other places that he or she is known to frequent, and then search for the 

vehicle at those locations. In other cases, DigitalDog might search public records, such as court 

filings, to help identify where the driver-of-record (and, by extension, the vehicle subject to 

repossession) may be at specific points in time.   
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3. Since approximately 2010, DigitalDog has supplemented those manual methods 

by using license plate recognition (“LPR”) technology (hardware and software) made available 

by DRN to help locate vehicles subject to repossession throughout the State of California. In 

very basic terms: specialized cameras (sold by DRN) are attached to vehicles owned by 

DigitalDog and automatically scan license plates on moving and parked vehicles in the vicinity.  

 

The license plate numbers, along with the date, time, and location of the scan, are transmitted to 

a database maintained and operated by DRN. Software created by DRN then compares the 

license plates scanned by DigitalDog to a list of license plates identifying vehicles subject to 

repossession, which is sometimes called a “hot list.” 
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If a license plate scanned by DigitalDog matches a license plate on the hot list, DigitalDog may 

be notified and may repossess the vehicle (subject to other conditions). Once approved, 

DigitalDog will repossess the vehicle pursuant to California state procedure. 

4. DigitalDog executed a first agreement with DRN in approximately 2010. At the 

time, DRN was the largest and only viable provider of LPR technology for vehicle recovery in 

the United States.  In March 2014, DigitalDog (like other repossession agencies) was required to 

execute a one-size-fits-all agreement (“Agreement”) to continue working with DRN and to use 

the DRN database and software. Faced with the choice of signing the Agreement or exiting the 

LPR business for one year per a non-competition provision in the original agreement, DigitalDog 

signed the new Agreement. Given DRN’s market position, it was able to, and did, dictate the 

terms of the Agreement, including, among other things, another mandatory non-competition 

provision that, by its terms, prohibits DigitalDog—and each of its officers, directors, employees, 

shareholders, members, partners, agents, and representatives—from using LPR technology 

and/or associating, in any manner, with companies that provide LPR technology for vehicle 

recovery during the term of Agreement and for one full year after the Agreement is terminated. 

5. The non-competition provision that DigitalDog was compelled to accept to 

continue using LPR technology is invalid and unenforceable. First, the non-competition 

provision is illegal per se under California law. Although the Agreement states that Texas law 

applies, Texas courts follow choice-of-law rules to determine what law governs a non-

competition provision. Applying those rules in this case, California law governs. Second, even if 

Texas law applies, the non-competition provision imposes unreasonable subject matter, timing, 

and geographic limitations that are unenforceable under Texas law. Third, although DRN 

purported to provide confidential information to DigitalDog pursuant to the Agreement, any such 
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information was extremely limited in scope and does not justify an industry-wide, one-year, 

post-termination restriction on DigitalDog and its 75+ California employees’ abilities to work 

with other LPR technology providers.  

6. DigitalDog’s relationship with DRN has deteriorated, and DigitalDog no longer 

desires to work with DRN. On April 11, 2018, DigitalDog sent written notice to DRN that it was 

terminating the Agreement. Per the Agreement, termination will be effective thirty (30) days 

from service, that is, as of May 11, 2018.  

7. At the same time, DigitalDog notified DRN that, as soon as practicable after the 

Agreement is effectively terminated (but not before), DigitalDog intends to work with another 

company, Location Services, LLC (“Location Services”), using different LPR technology 

(hardware and software) to collect different LPR data for use in repossessing vehicles and for 

additional purposes outside the scope of the DigitalDog’s Agreement with DRN. DigitalDog will 

return or destroy all DRN software and documents in its possession, and will not have any access 

to LPR data it previously collected while under contract with DRN through DRN’s database or 

otherwise.     

8. DRN has no legitimate business interest in enforcing a year-long, post-

termination restriction against DigitalDog. On information and belief, DRN knows the non-

competition provision in the Agreement is unenforceable as written. Nevertheless, DRN has 

moved to enforce, or threatened to enforce, the non-competition provision against other 

repossession agencies similarly situated to DigitalDog that have sought in the past to terminate 

their relationship with DRN.  On information and belief, DRN, in some cases, has forced such 

repossession agencies to pay excessive “penalty” fees to free them to work with other LPR 

technology providers.      
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9. Given the overbroad language of the non-competition provision and DRN’s past 

actions, DigitalDog reasonably expects that DRN will object and will take legal action to prevent 

DigitalDog from working with Location Services in any capacity for one year after terminating 

the Agreement. Accordingly, through this Complaint, DigitalDog respectfully seeks a 

declaratory judgment that the non-competition provision is unenforceable and that, after the 

Agreement is effectively terminated (on May 11, 2018), DigitalDog is free to work with 

Location Services to collect LPR data for vehicle repossession or any other purpose.  

THE PARTIES 

10. DigitalDog is a California corporation and licensed repossession agency. It is 

headquartered at 5045 Robert J. Mathews Parkway, El Dorado Hills, California 95762.  Since it 

was founded in 1998, DigitalDog has operated and provided services principally in the State of 

California. From approximately 2007 to 2009, DigitalDog also operated in Reno, Nevada but 

thereafter closed such operations. Accordingly, since 2009, DigitalDog has operated only in 

California. 

11. DRN is a Delaware corporation having its principal place of business at 4150 

International Plaza, Suite 800, Fort Worth, Texas 76109. On information and belief, DRN has 

worked, and continues to work with numerous California repossession agencies. On information 

and belief, DRN has sales personnel located in the State of California to support California-based 

repossession agencies. DRN is required to follow California-specific regulations for using LPR 

technology and data in that state.  
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

12. The Court has subject-matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1332(a) because there is complete diversity among the parties and the amount in controversy 

exceeds $75,000, and pursuant to the Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2201.   

13. DigitalDog stands to gain more than $75,000 if the non-competition provision is 

held unenforceable. For example, DigitalDog anticipates that it will make more than $75,000 by 

using LPR technology and data for vehicle repossession (and for other purposes) while working 

with Location Services. DigitalDog has historically earned more than $75,000 working with 

DRN.   

14. Venue is appropriate here. The Agreement includes a mandatory forum-selection 

clause, which states that the parties agree not to bring any proceeding arising out of or relating to 

the Agreement (such as this action) in any court, other than the courts of the State of Texas, 

County of Tarrant, or, if jurisdiction is proper (as here), in the U.S. District Court for the 

Northern District of Texas, Fort Worth Division. 

15. This Court has personal jurisdiction over DRN because the Agreement states that 

each party submits to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Texas, County of Tarrant, or, if 

jurisdiction is proper, in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas, Fort Worth 

Division. 
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ADDITIONAL FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ALLEGATIONS  

DigitalDog is Hired to Find and Repossess Vehicles 

16. DigitalDog was founded in 1998 and, today, is one of the largest repossession 

agencies in the State of California, recovering more than 16,000 vehicles last year, and is on pace 

to exceed that number this year.1  

17. In some cases, DigitalDog is hired directly by lenders, e.g., banks or auto-finance 

companies, which seek to recover vehicles from borrowers who have defaulted on auto loans. In 

other cases, third-party middlemen, known as “forwarding companies,” manage repossession 

orders for lenders and hire DigitalDog to recover vehicles on their behalf. DigitalDog is paid a 

“finder’s fee” for each vehicle it repossesses, which is typically several hundred dollars.    

18. DigitalDog, and other repossession agencies, have traditionally investigated the 

whereabouts of target vehicles using “skip tracing.” Skip tracing is often a labor-intensive 

exercise involving, for example, researching the driver-of-record and searching for the vehicle at 

places he or she frequents, such as his or her place of employment or relatives’ or friends’ 

houses. In some cases, the vehicle is easy to find, e.g., when it is located at the residence of the 

debtor. In other cases, the vehicle is more difficult to locate. 

DigitalDog Uses LPR Technology to Supplement Its Business 

19. While skip tracing remains a significant part of DigitalDog’s business, in 

approximately 2010, DigitalDog first worked with DRN to supplement its repossession business 

by using LPR technology to help locate target vehicles that are difficult to find using traditional 

                                                 
1 The State of California defines the term “repossession agency” to mean and include “any 
person who, for any consideration whatsoever, engages in the repossession business or accepts 
employments to locate or recover personal property, including but not limited to personal 
property registered under provisions of the Motor Vehicle Code, which is subject to a security 
agreement.” Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 7500.2. 
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methods and thereby increase its recoveries. For example, LPR technology is advantageous to 

locate vehicles in high-density, metropolitan areas, or when the driver-of-record moves from 

place to place with greater frequency.     

20. To use LPR technology, repossession agents equip their vehicles (e.g., tow trucks) 

with specialty hardware (e.g., LPR cameras) and software (e.g., loaded on a laptop in the 

vehicle). As these vehicles travel on roadways, the LPR cameras automatically capture images of 

license plates on any moving or parked vehicles that come within the field of view. 

21. The LPR software translates the image into “LPR data,” which includes: the raw 

image, the extracted license plate number, the GPS coordinates of the location where the image 

was taken, and the time and date of the image.   

22. DRN explains on its website that its LPR technology “simply automate[s] a 

process that has been done manually for years – capturing publicly visibl[e] and publicly 

available information. Because the camera is photographing license plates in public locations 

visible for all to see, there is no expectation of privacy in the data we collect.” 

http://drndata.com/company/ (last visited April 10, 2018). 

23. In DRN’s system, the LPR data is automatically uploaded to a database controlled 

by DRN that is not accessible from the in-vehicle laptop.  

24. DRN’s software cross-checks the LPR data captured against a list of vehicles 

subject to repossession (a “hotlist”). If a match occurs, the repossession agency may be notified 

of the hit and directed to contact the lender or forwarding company that placed the repossession 

order. If the lender or forwarding company agrees to pay the repossession agency that captured 

the relevant data (in this case, DigitalDog), which must have a separate contract with the lender 

or forwarding company to repossess the vehicle, DigitalDog can then receive authorization to 
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repossess the vehicle. The lender or forwarding company then pays DigitalDog for the 

repossession as well as a fee to DRN.   

25. If the repossession agency that spots a “hot-list” vehicle does not have a contract 

with the lender or forwarding company that placed the repossession order for that vehicle, DRN 

may sell that LPR data to the lender or forwarding company, which may then provide the LPR 

data to a different repossession agency to recover the vehicle.  

DRN Forces DigitalDog to Sign the Agreement  

26. In March 2014, DRN withdrew the original agreement that DigitalDog had 

worked under and required DigitalDog to sign the Agreement to continue using DRN’s LPR 

technology. A true and correct copy of the Agreement is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 

A.2  

27. Pursuant to the Agreement, DigitalDog was obligated to purchase hardware from 

DRN and use commercially reasonable efforts to scan a minimum of 10,000 license plates per 

month. See Ex. A at § 3. To collect LPR data, DigitalDog received a limited license to DRN 

software that works in tandem with LPR cameras to capture, aggregate, and cross check LPR 

data, as discussed above. See Ex. A at §§ 2(a), 3. DigitalDog’s interaction with DRN’s software 

is generally limited to performing basic operations through a graphical-user interface displayed 

on the monitor of the in-vehicle laptop. DigitalDog is compensated for vehicles it repossesses 

and based on the volume of LPR data it collects for, and transmits to, DRN. 

                                                 
2 DRN’s business model is driven by collecting and selling LPR data to lenders. Because 
DRN does not have direct employees to collect LPR data on its behalf, it contracts with 
repossession agencies (as independent agents) to use LPR technology and to collect LPR data. 
DRN aggregates the LPR data and sells that information to banks, auto-finance companies, and 
forwarding companies seeking vehicles for repossession.   
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28. The Agreement includes a non-disclosure provision that prevents DigitalDog 

from disclosing any DRN Confidential Information to any third party during the term of the 

Agreement and thereafter. See Ex. A at § 11(c).   

29. Under the Agreement, “Confidential Information” excludes information which 

“(i) is publicly available through no action of [DigitalDog] and through no breach of any 

confidentiality obligation owed to DRN; (ii) has been in [DigitalDog’s] possession without 

restrictions on disclosure prior to disclosure by DRN; (iii) has been developed by or become 

known to [DigitalDog] without access to any Confidential Information of DRN and without 

breach of a confidentiality obligation owed to DRN and outside the scope of any agreement with 

DRN; or (iv) is obtained rightfully from third parties not bound by an obligation of 

confidentiality.” See Ex. A at § 1.  

30. Further, and most relevant to this Complaint, the Agreement contains a non-

competition provision at § 11(a), which states that DigitalDog—and its officers, directors, 

employees, shareholders, members, partners, agents, and representatives—cannot, anywhere, for 

the entire term of the agreement plus a full year after the agreement is terminated: 

directly or indirectly, engage or invest in, own, manage, operate, 
finance, control or participate in the ownership, management, 
operation, financing or control of, be employed by, associated with or 
in any manner connected with, or render services or advice or other aid 
to, or guarantee any obligation of, any person or entity engaged in or 
planning to become engaged in the business of using LPR technology 
and LPR data for the purpose of recovering vehicles sought for 
recovery within the financial, lending or insurance industries or 
assisting in debt collection efforts on behalf of municipalities and 
governmental entities. 
 

31. Since executing the Agreement, DigitalDog has used LPR technology to recover 

vehicles only in the state of California. DigitalDog has never attempted to sell or otherwise 
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transfer LPR data to any DRN competitor, or use the LPR data for any purpose other than those 

permitted under the Agreement.      

The Non-Competition Provision in the Agreement is Unenforceable Against DigitalDog 

32. The non-competition provision of the Agreement is unenforceable against 

DigitalDog—under California or Texas law—for at least the following reasons, individually and 

in combination. 

33. California Law Applies. California law will not enforce non-competition 

provisions after the business relationship is terminated (except in limited circumstances not 

present here). Although the Agreement states that Texas law governs regardless of choice-of-law 

rules (see Ex. A at § 17(b)), that is not determinative under controlling precedent. California law 

applies to the enforceability of the non-competition provision given at least the following facts. 

34. DigitalDog is a California company. Its owners work and reside in California. It 

employs over 75 people in California, and not a single person in Texas. 

35. DigitalDog also negotiated and executed its original agreement with DRN while 

in California.  DigitalDog’s original point of contact from DRN was Brent Baliant.  On 

information and belief, Mr. Baliant lived in California at the time of the contract negotiation. 

36. DigitalDog negotiated and executed the Agreement while in California. More 

specifically, DigitalDog’s President, Mr. Eusebio had a small number of telephone conversations 

with DRN employee Andy Cameron while Mr. Eusebio was in California. On information and 

belief, Mr. Cameron was not located in Texas during those calls.  On information and belief, Mr. 

Cameron was in Nevada at the time. Likewise, Mr. Eusebio signed the Agreement while in 

California at DigitalDog’s California headquarters. 
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37. The Agreement relates to services DigitalDog was to perform only in California 

and, specifically, to DigitalDog collecting LPR data and repossessing vehicles throughout that 

state. The Agreement states that DigitalDog shall use commercially reasonable efforts to scan a 

minimum of 10,000 license plates per month. See Ex. A at § 3.  

38. DRN expected DigitalDog to perform services under the Agreement only in 

California. For example, DigitalDog’s “Coverage Area” listed on its website includes only 

California cities. See https://www.digitaldog.us/repossession-coverage-area.php (last visited 

April 10, 2018).  

39. DigitalDog performed services under the Agreement only in California. It never 

performed services under the Agreement in Texas, and it was not expected to do so. 

40. If Texas Law Applies.  Even if Texas law is applied to the non-competition 

provision of the Agreement, the provision is unenforceable as written. Under Texas law, a non-

competition agreement must, among other things, contain reasonable limitations as to 

geographical area, time, and scope of activity to be restrained. Moreover, a non-competition 

provision must be necessary to protect a legitimate business interest. The non-competition 

provision at issue here fails these tests for the following reasons. 

41. First, the non-competition provision contains no geographic limitations, which is 

necessarily unreasonable.   

42. DigitalDog performed no services under the Agreement outside of California. 

43. DRN did not expect DigitalDog to perform services outside of California.  

44. DigitalDog did not advertise that it would perform services outside of California.  

45. DigitalDog did not solicit business outside of California.  
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46. To the extent DigitalDog has any unique or specialized knowledge of DRN’s 

business (which it denies), it is limited to DRN’s business in California. 

47. Second, the duration of the non-competition provision of the Agreement is 

unreasonable.   

48. DRN has no legitimate business interest in preventing DigitalDog and its 

employees from working with other LPR technology providers for one full year after the 

Agreement terminates.   

49. DigitalDog has returned or destroyed all DRN software and documents (or will do 

so upon termination of the Agreement).   

50. DigitalDog is not retaining or otherwise using any LPR data collected while under 

contract with DRN.  

51. DigitalDog is not in possession of any DRN confidential information. But even if 

it were, the non-disclosure provision of Agreement (as opposed to the non-competition 

provision) sufficiently protects DRN by preventing Digital Dog from disclosing any such 

confidential information even after the Agreement terminates. 

52. Moreover, DRN imposes far less restrictive non-competition provisions on other 

third parties, including forwarding companies, which have received access to similar, if not the 

same, information that DigitalDog obtained under the Agreement.  

53. For example, DRN has entered into contracts with forwarding companies, such as 

Burns National, LLC. A copy of DRN’s contract with Burns National is attached as Exhibit B. 

54. DRN’s contract with Burns National includes a definition of “Confidential 

Information” that is substantially the same as the definition of “Confidential Information” in the 

Agreement, and further states that Burns National “will become privy to Confidential 
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Information during the term of this Agreement.” However, DRN’s contract with Burns National 

includes a non-competition provision with only a 90-day post-termination restrictive period. 

55. Third, the subject-matter scope of the non-competition provision of the 

Agreement is excessively broad.   

56. As to whom is restricted, the non-competition provision claims to restrict the 

post-termination employment opportunities of more than 75 DigitalDog employees in California, 

without regard to their position at DigitalDog or their involvement, if any, with DigitalDog’s use 

of LPR data to repossess vehicles in California.   

57. As to what is restricted, the non-competition provision prevents these same 

individuals from working—in any capacity—with companies that “plan[] to become engaged in” 

the business of using LPR technology and data for recovering vehicles sought for recovery 

within the lending industry. It also precludes all DigitalDog employees, for one year after the 

Agreement is terminated, from indirectly investing in a company that uses LPR technology and 

data for recovering vehicles sought for recovery within the lending industry.  

58. Further, under the terms of the provision, DigitalDog cannot collect LPR data for 

Location Services, even if DigitalDog uses different hardware and software and will not use the 

LPR data it collects for recovering vehicles sought for recovery within the financial, lending or 

insurance industries or assisting in debt collection efforts on behalf of municipalities and 

governmental entities. There are many other uses for LPR data. For example, LPR data can be 

sold to insurance companies for investigating fraudulent claims or to law enforcement agencies 

for any number of reasons. DRN has no legitimate business interest in stopping DigitalDog from 

collecting LPR data for these purposes or any other purposes unrelated to vehicle recovery. 
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59. Fourth, the non-competition provision of the Agreement does not protect any 

legitimate business interest of DRN.     

60. A non-competition provision governing DigitalDog is not necessary to protect 

DRN’s confidential information.   

61. Much of the information related to DRN’s LPR hardware, LPR software, and 

business practices is public information.  

62. DRN has filed for and publicly disclosed numerous patent applications 

describing, on information and belief, the functionality of its LPR software. 

63. DRN has publicly disclosed through articles and webinars strategies for using 

LPR technology effectively. 

64. DRN has publicly filed, or allowed to be filed, documents and deposition 

testimony from prior cases discussing and describing DRN’s business practices.   

65. Although the Agreement includes language stating that DigitalDog “will become 

privy” to DRN’s confidential information, DigitalDog never received confidential or trade secret 

information from DRN justifying a non-competition provision. 

66. Under the Agreement, DigitalDog purchased (and therefore owns) LPR cameras 

and other computer hardware used to scan license plates. This equipment is connected to laptop 

computers in the cabin of DigitalDog tow trucks and operates automatically. 

67. Any DRN software was downloaded to the in-vehicle laptops or made available 

through online portals. Digital Dog’s only interaction with the software involved performing 

basic operations via the laptop screen. DigitalDog did not receive source code or confidential 

instructions detailing DRN’s LPR software. 
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68. DigitalDog did not receive any confidential or specialized training from DRN 

concerning the hardware or software, or how to collect LPR data.  

69. DigitalDog did not receive DRN trade secrets.  

70. To the extent DigitalDog received any information from DRN that was (1) not 

public, (2) restricted to persons employed by or under contract with DRN, and (3) could be 

considered “confidential,” that information could not confer a competitive advantage on 

DigitalDog and its disclosure could not create a competitive advantage for another LPR provider.   

71. To begin with, the Agreement protects DRN’s confidential information in other, 

less restrictive ways. For example, as already noted, the Agreement includes a separate non-

disclosure provision that prevents DigitalDog from disclosing DRN confidential information (to 

the extent it received any) to any third party. DigitalDog has adhered and will adhere to the non-

disclosure provision, making the non-competition provision unnecessary. The Agreement also 

contains a provision that requires DigitalDog to “promptly destroy all the Confidential 

Information” upon termination of the Agreement (or upon DRN’s earlier request). DigitalDog 

has (or will upon termination of the Agreement) complied with that provision, as well. 

72. On information and belief, DRN makes much, or all, of the same purportedly 

confidential information available to lenders, such as banks and auto-finance companies, with no 

restrictions at all.  

73. As discussed above, DRN enters into agreements with forwarding companies, 

which, on information and belief, receive similar if not the same purportedly confidential 

information, where those agreements impose a much shorter non-competition term. 

74. On information and belief, DRN has selectively chosen to enforce, or attempted to 

enforce, the non-competition provision included in its agreements against repossession agencies, 
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despite providing the same or similar purportedly confidential information to other third parties 

under much looser restrictions, which confirms that the non-competition provision is not 

protecting any legitimate DRN business interest. 

75. Moreover, LPR data is based on public information and is not confidential. As 

DRN’s website explains, LPR cameras “simply automate a process that has been done manually 

for years—capturing publicly visibl[e] and publicly available information.”  

https://drndata.com/truth-about-license-plate-recognition/ (last visited April 10, 2018). “[T]hese 

LPR cameras simply take photographs of license plates and stamp the pictures with the date, 

time, and location coordinates of where they were taken, just like any modern smartphone 

camera.” Id. 

76. The value of LPR data is in its aggregation. DRN advertises that it receives 150 

million license plate scans per month. https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/drn-vehicle-

recovery-hotlist-hits-all-time-high-of-300000-license-plate-recognition-lpr-assignments-asset-

value-of-vehicles-recovered-exceeds-eight-billion-dollars-300559469.html (last visited April 10, 

2018). 

77. Although DigitalDog had access to LPR data (at DRN’s discretion) under 

Agreement, DigitalDog will not have ongoing access to LPR data collected for DRN after the 

Agreement terminates. Without ongoing access to DRN’s LPR database, DigitalDog will derive 

no value or competitive advantage from having previously seen the data. 

DigitalDog Seeks a Declaration of Its Rights 

78. On April 11, 2018, DigitalDog provided DRN with written notice of its intention 

to terminate the Agreement. Termination will be effective as of May 11, 2018. Between now and 
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then, DigitalDog will comply with its remaining obligations under the Agreement by, for 

example, returning, destroying or deleting all DRN software and all LPR data in its possession. 

79. DigitalDog desires to continue employing LPR technology to conduct vehicle 

repossessions (using different hardware and different software) and to collect and/or use LPR 

data for additional purposes not covered by the Agreement. To that end, DigitalDog intends to 

work with Location Services, which, among other things, is presently “engaged in the business 

of using LPR technology and LPR data for the purpose of recovering vehicles sought for 

recovery within the financial, lending or insurance industries.”   

80. A claim against DigitalDog by DRN for alleged breach of the non-competition 

provision is known, specific, and probable. In the past, DRN has initiated litigation, at least in 

part, to enforce a non-competition provision against vehicle repossession agencies. On 

information and belief, DRN also has threatened to initiate litigation against vehicle repossession 

agencies that have terminated their agreements with DRN based on the non-competition 

provision. 

COUNT I: 
Declaratory Judgment that the Non-Competition Provision of  

the Agreement is Unenforceable Against DigitalDog 
 

81. DigitalDog repeats and re-alleges all allegations in this Complaint, as if fully set 

forth herein. 

82. An actual and live dispute, case or controversy has arisen and currently exists 

between the parties regarding whether the non-competition provision of the Agreement is 

enforceable against DigitalDog. 

83. DigitalDog and DRN have adverse and antagonistic interests in the subject matter 

of the dispute, case or controversy. 
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84. DigitalDog seeks a declaratory judgment that the non-competition provision of 

the Agreement is unenforceable against DigitalDog. 

85. California law applies to the non-competition provision of the Agreement.   

86. California has a more significant relationship with the parties and the transaction 

at issue.   

87. California has a materially greater interest than Texas in whether to enforce the 

non-competition provision against DigitalDog.   

88. California has a fundamental policy that would be contravened by enforcing the 

non-competition agreement against DigitalDog.   

89. Under any law, the non-competition provision of the Agreement is unreasonable.  

90. The unlimited geographic scope of the non-competition provision of the 

Agreement is unreasonable.   

91. The duration of the non-competition provision of the Agreement is unreasonable.   

92. The subject-matter scope of the non-competition provision of the Agreement is 

unreasonable.   

93. The non-competition provision of the Agreement was not supported by valid 

consideration.   

94. The non-competition provision of the Agreement does not protect any legitimate 

business interest of DRN.     

95. The non-competition provision of the Agreement is gratuitously overbroad.   

96. On information and belief, DRN knows that the non-competition provision is 

overbroad and unenforceable but includes the provision in its agreements for inequitable 

purposes, such as threatening vehicle repossession agencies and stifling competition.  
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97. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2201, DigitalDog is entitled to a declaratory judgment 

that the non-competition provision of the Agreement is unenforceable against DigitalDog. 

COUNT II: 
Unfair Competition 

 
98. DigitalDog repeats and re-alleges all allegations in this Complaint, as if fully set 

forth herein. 

99. As described herein, DRN has engaged in unlawful and unfair business acts and 

practices. 

100. DRN’s use of an illegal non-competition provision in the Agreement is a violation 

of §§ 16600 and 17200 of the California Unfair Competition Law. 

101. DigitalDog has been harmed by DRN’s unfair competition.  

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 WHEREFORE, DigitalDog prays for judgment as follows: 

A. For a declaration that the non-competition provision of the Agreement is 

unenforceable against DigitalDog; 

B. For a judgment that DRN is liable for unfair competition; 

C. For an award of attorneys’ fees and costs; and 

D. For such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and proper. 

Demand for Jury Trial 

 Pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff hereby demands 

a trial by jury on all issues so triable. 
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Dated: April 11, 2018    Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
/s/ Marshall M. Searcy, Jr.    
Marshall M. Searcy, Jr. 
State Bar No. 17955500 
E-mail:  marshall.searcy@kellyhart.com 
Frank P. Greenhaw IV 
State Bar No. 24002179 
E-mail: pete.greenhaw@kellyhart.com 
KELLY HART & HALLMAN LLP 
201 Main Street, Suite 2500 
Fort Worth, Texas 76102 
Telephone:  (817) 332-2500 
Facsimile:  (817) 878-9280 
 
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 
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LICENSE AGREEMENT 

This License Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into on /JJ,,~c.J. -.: / , 
201!,i, between Digital Recognition Network, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("DRN"), 
and Digital Dog Recovery a ("DRN Affiliate"). DRN and DRN Affiliate are sometimes 
referred to in this Agreement as a "party" and collectively as the "parties." 

1. Definitions. 

"Affiliates" refers to DRN Affiliate and to Other DRN Affiliates. 

"Authorized Hits" refers to LPR Data scanned by DRN Affiliate which 
match a vehicle sought for recovery on (a) the DRN Affiliate Hotlist or (b) the LPR 
Hotlist of an LPR Provider with whom DRN Affiliate has contracted under the LPR 
Program. 

. "Authorized Purposes" has the meaning set forth in Section 2(b). 

"Confidential Information" refers to any and all (a) trade secrets 
concerning the business and affairs of DRN, product specifications, data, know-how, 
formulae, compositions, processes, designs, sketches, photographs, graphs, drawings, 
samples, inventions and ideas, past, current and planned research and development, 
current and planned manufacturing and distribution methods and processes, customer 
lists, current and anticipated customer requirements, price lists, market studies, 
business plans, computer software and programs (including object code and source 
code), database technologies, systems, structures, architectures, processes, improve
ments, devices, discoveries, concepts, methods, information of DRN and any other 
information, however documented, of DRN that is a trade secret within the meaning of 
applicable state trade secret law or under other applicable law, including but not 
limited to the DRN System, the LPR Data, Hits, and the DRN Intellectual Property 
Rights; (b) information concerning the business and affairs of DRN (which includes 
historical financial statements, financial projections and budgets, historical and 
projected sales, capital spending budgets and plans, the names and backgrounds of key 
personnel, contractors, agents, suppliers and potential suppliers, joint venturers and 
other strategic partners, personnel training techniques and materials, purchasing 
methods and techniques, however documented; and (c) notes, analysis, compilations, 
studies, summaries and other material prepared by or for DRN containing or based, in 
whole or in part, upon any information included in the foregoing. Confidential 
Information shall not include information which: (i) is publicly available through no 
action of DRN Affiliate and through no breach of any confidentiality obligation owed to 
DRN; (ii) has been in DRN Affiliate's possession without restrictions on disclosure prior 
to disclosure by DRN; (iii) has been developed by or become known to DRN Affiliate 
without access to any Confidential Information of DRN and without breach of a 
confidentiality obligation owed to DRN and outside the scope of any agreement with 
DRN; or (iv) is obtained rightfully from third parties not bound by an obligation of 
confidentiality. 
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''DRN Affiliate Hotlist" refers to a list of vehicles provided by DRN 
Affiliate to DRN, which are sought for repossession by DRN Affiliate pursuant to Valid 
Orders to Repossess. 

"DRN Car Detector" refers to the software which controls and operates 
the LPR Kit(s) and which aggregates, sorts and communicates LPR Data gathered by 
the LPR Kit(s). DRN Car Detector software resides on the in-car laptop computer 
connected to the LPR Kit(s). 

"DRN Data Products" means Unauthorized Hit data generated from 
LPR Data scanned by Other DRN Affiliates which match a vehicle sought for recovery 
on the DRN Affiliate Hotlist and which data is available for purchase pursuant to 
DRN's "Buy It Now" program. 

"DRN Recovery Network" refers to the web-based system known as the 
DRN System which (a) collects LPR Data from Affiliates and makes such LPR Data 
available to Affiliates in connection with the location of vehicles sought for recovery; 
(b) accepts the submission of Valid Orders to Repossess a vehicle and notifies the 
appropriate parties of Hits; and (c) provides the additional support and services set 
forth in this Agreement. 

"DRN Portal" refers to the website through which Affiliates can access 
statistics, news, and other resources and information that enable Affiliates to monitor 
and optimize their participation in the DRN Recovery Network. 

"DRN System" means the DRN Car Detector, DRN WebRepo, the DRN 
Portal, the DRN Intellectual Property Rights, and all other equipment, software, 
hardware, materials and information provided by DRN to DRN Affiliate pursuant to 
this Agreement, including all enhancements, upgrades, improvements, changes, 
modilications, revisions or derivative works made to same from time to time. 

"DRN WebRepo" refers to the software code, services and databases that 
collect, store, communicate, process and disseminate LPR Data gathered by Affiliates. 

"Electronic Signature" means an electronic sound, symbol, or process 
attached to, or associated with, a contract or other record and adopted by a Person with 
the intent to sign, authenticate or accept such contract or record. 

"Hits" refers to the LPR Data in the DRN System which matches a 
vehicle sought for recovery. 

"Indemnified Party" has the meaning set forth in Section 15(a). 

"Intellectual Property Rights" means any and all now known or 
hereafter existing: (a) rights associated with works of authorship, including exclusive 
exploitation rights, copyrights, moral rights and mask works; (b) trademark and trade 
name rights and similar rights; (c) trade secrets rights; (d) patents, designs, algorithms 
and other industrial property rights; (e) other intellectual and industrial property and 
proprietary rights of every kind and nature, whether arising by operation of law, by 
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contract or license, or otherwise; and (f) all registrations, applications, renewals, 
extensions, combinations, divisions or reissues of the foregoing. 

"Interest Rate" means the lesser of one percent (1.0%) per month or the 
maximum rate permitted by applicable law. 

"License Plate Recognition ("LPR")" refers to the process of utilizing 
cameras, either stationary, or mounted on moving vehicles, to photograph and interpret 
images of vehicle license plates. 

"Locate Fees" refers to the transaction fees charged by DRN for 
successfully locating and recovering a vehicle utilizing the DRN System. Locate Fees 
may be increased or decreased by DRN at any time and from time to time during the 
term of this Agreement. 

"LPR Data" refers to photographed and interpreted images of vehicle 
license plates, along with the associated GPS coordinates and time/date stamps, 
collected by Affiliates with LPR Kit(s). 

"LPR Kit(s)" refers to a package of electronic hardware consisting of not 
less than one (1) camera, one (1) digital signal processor, camera cables, Ethernet cable, 
power harness, and a GPS device, as specified by DRN. 

"LPR Hotlist" refers to a list of Valid Orders to Repossess from Vehicle 
Lenders that are managed within the DRN System by various LPR Providers. 

"LPR Program" refers to methods by which Vehicle Lenders submit LPR 
Hotlists to LPR Providers, who contract with Affiliates for the purpose of locating and 
recovering vehicles included in the LPR Hotlist. 

"LPR Provider" refers to a person or entity that facilitates the location 
and recovery of vehicles on behalf of Vehicle Lenders through the utilization of the LPR 
Program. 

"Other DRN Affiliates" refers to persons and entities, other than DRN 
Affiliate, that enter into an agreement with DRN substantially the same as this 
Agreement. 

"Other DRN Affiliate Hotlist" refers to a list of vehicles provided by 
Other DRN Affiliate to DRN, which are sought for repossession by Other DRN Affiliate 
pursuant to Valid Orders to Repossess. 

"Person" means an individual or an estate, partnership, corporation, 
trust, limited liability company, joint venture, unincorporated association, and any 
other legal or commercial entity, in its own or representative capacity. 

"Related Parties" means the officers, directors, employees, shareholders, 
members, partners, agents or other representatives of DRN Affiliate. 
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"Restrictive Period" means the period of one (1) year immediately 
following the termination of this Agreement. 

"Subscription Fees" refers to the initial upload transaction fees charged 
by DRN for processing Valid Orders to Repossess. Subscription Fees are not contingent 
upon the successful recovery of a vehicle. Subscription Fees may be increased or 
decreased by DRN at any time and from time to time during the term of this 
Agreement. 

"Unauthorized Hits" refers to LPR Data scanned by (a) DRN Affiliate 
which matches a vehicle sought for recovery on (i) an Other DRN Affiliate Hotlist or 
(ii) an LPR Provider Hotlist with whom DRN Affiliate has not contracted under the 
LPR Program or (b) an Other DRN Affiliate which matches a vehicle sought for 
recovery on the DRN Affiliate Hotlist. 

''Valid Orders to Repossess" refers to an authorized order or 
instruction to repossess a vehicle initiated by the associated Vehicle Lender or 
authorized agent of the Vehicle Lender or by an LPR Provider. 

''Vehicle Lender" refers to a bank or other financial institution, credit 
union, captive vehicle finance lender, title loan company, or other entity engaged in the 
business of making loans on vehicles secured by the title to such vehicles. 

"VIN" means the vehicle identification number of a vehicle. 

2. Licensed Access to DRN System. 

(a) Grant of License. DRN grants DRN Affiliate a non-exclusive, 
non-transferable license to access the DRN System solely in accordance with the terms 
of this Agreement (the "Licensed Access"). 

(b) Authorized Uses of DRN System. DRN Affiliate is prohibited 
from accessing the DRN System other than to (i) transmit LPR Data scanned by DRN 
Affiliate with the LPR Kit(s), (ii) from time to time submit the DRN Affiliate Hotlist, 
(iii) recover vehicles sought for repossession pursuant to a Valid Order to Repossess 
following notification by the DRN System of a Hit and (iv) purchase DRN Data 
Products (the "Authorized Purposes"). 

(c) Ownership of LPR Data, DRN System, and DRN Intellectual 
Property Rights. DRN has expended substantial time, effort and funds to develop the 
LPR Data collected by Affiliates, the DRN System and the DRN Intellectual Property 
Rights. Except for the rights expressly granted by DRN to DRN Affiliate under this 
Agreement, DRN retains all title and rights to (i) the LPR Data collected by Affiliates, 
including LPR Data collected by DRN Affiliate, (ii) the DRN System, and (iii) the DRN 
Intellectual Property Rights. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be deemed to 
convey to DRN Affiliate or to any other party any ownership interest in or to the LPR 
Data, the DRN System or the DRN Intellectual Property. 
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(d) Restrictions on Use of DRN System. Except as expressly 
permitted under this Agreement, DRN Affiliate agrees that it shall not, nor permit a 
Related Party or any other party to, without the prior written consent of DRN, (i) copy, 
duplicate or grant permission to the DRN System or any part thereof; (ii) create, 
attempt to create, or grant permission to the source program and/or object program 
associated with the DRN System; (iii) decompile, disassemble or reverse engineer any 
software component of the DRN System for any reason, including, without limitation, to 
develop functionally similar computer software or services; (iv) modify, alter or delete 
any of the copyright notices embedded in or affixed to the copies of any components of 
the DRN System; or (v) make, retain, or distribute copies of LPR Data or Hits, 
including, without limitation, through data retention using storage drives, splitters, or 
other such devices. DRN Affiliate shall instruct each Related Party to comply with the 
preceding restrictions. 

(e) Third Party Software. If and to the extent that DRN 
incorporates the software and/or data of any third party into the DRN System, and use 
of such third party software and/or data is not subject to the terms of a license 
agreement directly between DRN Affiliate and the third party licensor, the license of 
DRN Affiliate to such third party software and/or data shall be defined and limited by 
the license to DRN by such third party and the license to the DRN System granted by 
DRN under this Agreement. DRN Affiliate specifically acknowledges that the licensors 
of such third party software and/or data shall retain all ownership rights thereto, and 
DRN Affiliate agrees that it shall not (i) decompile, disassemble or reverse engineer 
such third party software or otherwise use such third party software for any reason 
except as expressly permitted herein; (ii) reproduce the data therein for purposes other 
than those specifically permitted under this Agreement; or (iii) modify, alter or delete 
any of the copyright notices embedded in or affixed to such third party software data. 
DRN Affiliate shall instruct the Related Parties to comply with the preceding 
restrictions. 

(f) Non-Exclusive Licensed Access. DRN Affiliate acknowledges 
that the right or ability of DRN to license other third parties to use the DRN System is 
not restricted in any manner by this Agreement and that DRN has licensed, and will 
continue to license, Other DRN Affiliates to use the DRN System. DRN shall have no 
liability to DRN Affiliate for any such action. 

(g) Maintenance and Support for DRN System. DRN's 
maintenance and support services with respect to the DRN System are set forth on 
Schedule 2 attached hereto and by reference made a part hereof. 

(h) DRN Affiliate Performance Statistics. Anything herein to the 
contrary notwithstanding, DRN may use and disclose to third parties DRN Affiliate's 
performance statistics, such as scans, Hits, LPR Hotlist pick up percentages and other 
related data. 

3. Purchase of LPR Kit(s) and Scanning of Vehicle License Plates. 
DRN Affiliate shall purchase one or more LPR Kit(s) from DRN and shall use 
commercially reasonable efforts to (a) scan a minimum of 10,000 vehicle license plates 
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per month during the term of this Agreement utilizing such LPR Kit(s) and (b) transmit 
such scans to the DRN System. 

4. Submission of DRN Affiliate Hotlist. DRN Affiliate shall periodically 
deliver to DRN the DRN Affiliate Hotlist through one of DRN's established methods, 
which methods are subject to change by DRN. Upon receipt by DRN of the DRN 
Affiliate Hotlist, DRN shall attempt to match the associated VIN with the related 
vehicle license plate number and state of issuance. If DRN is able to match the VIN 
with the corresponding vehicle license plate number, DRN shall so advise DRN Affiliate 
and provide the related vehicle license plate data. If DRN is unable to match the VIN 
with the corresponding vehicle license plate number, DRN shall continue to attempt to 
match the VIN with the corresponding license plate number from sources available to 
DRN for as long as the VIN is present on the DRN Affiliate Hotlist. DRN Affiliate shall 
pay DRN $1.00 for each vehicle license plate matched by DRN to VINs submitted 
pursuant to the DRN Affiliate Hotlist. As soon as practicable after being notified that a 
vehicle on the DRN Affiliate Hotlist has been repossessed, DRN Affiliate shall 
electronically notify DRN that the vehicle has been repossessed, the date and time of 
the repossession, as well as the street address, city, state and zip code of the 
repossession address. Additionally, DRN Affiliate shall promptly electronically notify 
DRN of the removal of any vehicle from the DRN Affiliate Hotlist and otherwise 
periodically update the DRN Affiliate Hotlist. 

5. Sale ofDRN Data Products. 

(a) Unauthorized Hits. DRN Data Products are delivered to DRN 
Affiliate, subject to the payment of Locate Fees charged by DRN. If DRN Affiliate 
purchases DRN Data Products, DRN Affiliate is authorized to re-sell the DRN Data 
Products to the associated Vehicle Lender only. DRN Affiliate agrees to timely advise 
the applicable Vehicle Lender that a vehicle sought for recovery by such Vehicle Lender 
has been located by DRN to provide such Vehicle Lender with the opportunity to 
purchase the DRN Data Products from DRN Affiliate. Additionally, DRN Affiliate 
authorizes DRN to contact such Vehicle Lender directly for the purpose of soliciting and 
selling the DRN Data Products to such Vehicle Lender. 

(b) Sales and Use Taxes. DRN Affiliate agrees that DRN Data 
Products sold by DRN to DRN Affiliate are being sold as products for resale. DRN 
Affiliate is responsible for claiming the exemption from the payment of sales and use 
taxes and providing DRN with an appropriate exemption certificate. DRN Affiliate 
shall remit any sales and use taxes relating to the sale of DRN Data Products directly 
to the appropriate taxing authority. 

(c) Inspection. DRN Affiliate agrees to keep proper records 
related to all vehicles on DRN Af:fi.liate's Hotlist which are repossessed pursuant to 
Authorized and Unauthorized Hits generated by the DRN System. Such records 
shall include the date and time of the repossession, as well as the street address, 
including the city, state and zip code of the repossession address. DRN shall have 
the right at any time during the term of this Agreement and for a period of three (3) 
years thereafter to inspect such records. DRN Affiliate shall assemble such records 
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at its offices and make such records available for inspection upon reasonable notice 
and during normal business hours. If such inspection shows an underpayment of 
Locate Fees DRN Affiliate shall promptly pay any deficiency. 

(d) Authorized Hits and LPR Data Collected by DRN Affiliate; 
Restrictions on Resale. DRN shall deliver Authorized Hit notifications on Valid 
Orders to Repossess vehicles on the DRN Affiliate Hotlist to DRN Affiliate. These 
Authorized Hit notifications are automatically generated and distributed by the DRN 
System and are not reviewed for accuracy and validity by DRN's dispatch department. 
These Authorized Hit notifications are delivered to DRN Affiliate without charge by 
DRN, and DRN Affiliate is expressly prohibited from selling this LPR Data to any third 
parties, including, but not limited to the associated Vehicle Lender. Anything herein to 
the contrary notwithstanding, DRN reserves the right to not deliver to DRN Affiliate 
Authorized Hit notifications on Valid Orders to Repossess vehicles on the DRN Affiliate 
Hotlist on a per Vehicle Lender basis. Additionally, DRN Affiliate shall not sell or 
otherwise transfer any other LPR Data collected by DRN Affiliate. 

6. LPR Program. 

(a) The LPR Program has its own distinct LPR Hotlist that consists of 
Valid Orders to Repossess from Vehicle Lenders that are managed within the DRN 
Recovery Network by LPR Providers. DRN Affiliate shall contact each LPR Provider 
and complete such LPR Provider's required steps for gaining approval. Participation 
approval is determined by each LPR Provider independently of DRN. For each LPR 
Provider that approves participation by DRN Affiliate, the LPR Provider's LPR Hotlist 
will be populated within the DRN Affiliate's LPR Kit(s), which will facilitate DRN 
Affiliate's ability to repossess vehicles sought for recovery by the LPR Provider. 

(b) DRN Affiliate agrees to strictly follow the rules, regulations and 
general protocols of DRN and applicable LPR Providers as from time to time 
established and maintained by DRN and such LPR Providers for participation in the 
LPR Program. -!ft-the-event-a-vehiele settght fer repessessien i:s included in both the ~ 

· · · tliet, the in e&l' alert generated \ij3en seanning the · 
lieenee plate ef sueh vehicle wiH lie related te the LPR Hetliet erder and DRN 2'\:ffi:l:iat:e' ,) 
shaH repeesess the vehiele under the LPR Het!ist artier. IfDRN Affiliate rejleseeesee ~,5J-l·1 
the vehlele under the J;)R~I Af§Fate Het!iet erder instead efthe LPR Het!ist erder, DRN 
Affiliate ehall lJaY ta DRN the asseeiatea Leeate Fee related te the LPR Het!ist o:rae:r1 e:r 
the weater ef (i) the Sulase1·i!ltiea Fee related te the Y?R H&t!ist-er~r (ii) $860. 

7. Security and Compliance. 

(a) Access Control. DRN Affiliate shall be responsible for 
designating an account administrator who in turn will be responsible for assigning to 
each of DRN Affiliate's Related Parties who desire to access the DRN System a 
username and password (one per user account). DRN will work with DRN Affiliate's 
account administrator to establish the appropriate number of user accounts. DRN 
Affiliate shall be i·esponsible for keeping DRN Affiliate's usernames and passwords 
confidential and prevent all use of DRN Affiliate's usernames and passwords by any 
unauthorized person or entity. DRN Affiliate shall immediately notify DRN if DRN 
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Affiliate discovers that DRN Affiliate's usernames and/or passwords have been, or may 
have been, obtained or used by any unauthorized person or entity. In addition, DRN 
Affiliate shall immediately notify DRN if DRN Affiliate discovers any other breach or 
attempted breach of the security of DRN Affiliate's account, DRN's online resources or 
the DRN Recovery Network. 

(b) Insurance. DRN Affiliate, at DRN Affiliate's sole cost and 
expense, shall obtain and maintain in effect, throughout the term of this Agreement, 
insurance policies providing fo1· the following coverages: (i) a commercial general 
liability insurance policy naming DRN as an additional insured in the minimum 
amount of $1,000,000 per occurrence, with an aggregate limit of at least $2,000,000 and 
a maximum deductible of $5,000 and (ii) a comprehensive automobile liability 
insurance policy covering all owned and non-owned or hired vehicles liability (with no 
"step-down" provisions), in an amount not less than $1,000,000 combined single limit, 
bodily injury and property damage per occurrence with a maximum deductible of 
$5,000. Upon request by DRN, DRN Affiliate will provide satisfactory documentation 
in the form of original signed ISO-promulgated endorsements acceptable to DRN sent 
directly from the underwriters to prove that DRN Affiliate maintains such required 
policies and an endorsement waiving subrogation claims against DRN. All such 
insurance must be written with carriers of not less than "A+8" and with a financial 
rating of not less than "A," as rated in the most current edition of Best's Insurance 
Reports, a Standard & Poor's rating of AA, or a Moody's rating of Aa2. Such coverage 
must be occurrence-based and at least as broad as the most commonly available ISO 
Commercial General Liability (CGL) policy form CG 00 01 and must include coverage 
for bodily injury, broad form property damage, premises/operations, owner's protective 
coverage, blanket contractual liability, products liability, and completed operations 
liability. DRN Affiliate agrees to obtain a written obligation from the insurers to notify 
DRN in writing at least thirty (30) days prior to cancellation, change in coverage, or 
refusal to renew any such policies. Each public liability, commercial property, and 
other insurance policy required under the terms of this Agreement to be maintained by 
DRN Affiliate will state that it is (i) primary coverage as respects to any claims, losses, 
or liabilities, (ii) non-contributing, and (iii) not supplemental to and not in excess of 
coverage that DRN may carry or that may be available to DRN and that any insurance 
coverage carried by DRN will be excess insurance. BRN-Affiliate wiH alee ebtain 
amerella, exsess liab~:-ME~IEW<*ll>i;e-il:!-'tAfl-f-EHll*'-4--$1~00~-0---a--..,N/ft
fellowing form basis ever and aee•;e the liaeilit;r seYerages aeserieed aee•;e, speemeally 
listing-the severag:es dessrieed aee>,•e as sslied•iled unaerfjcing: pelieies and enderseEl ey 
the-underwriter te iaelude DRN as an adelitienal insured fer eueh umerella eevePage. 

(c) Compliance with Laws. DRN Affiliate shall, with respect to its 
obligations and performance hereunder, comply with all applicable requirements of 
federal, state and local laws, rules and regulations, including without limitation privacy 
laws and regulations. Without limiting the generality of the preceding sentence, DRN 
Affiliate agrees that it will not disclose (nor permit any Related Parties to disclose) to 
any other party any nonpublic personal information which it receives directly or 
indirectly through the DRN System, except as permitted by this Agreement and in 
compliance with all applicable laws. For purposes of this Section 7(c), the terms 
"nonpublic personal information" shall have the meanings set forth in Section 509 of 
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the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (P.L. 106-102) (15 U.S.C. §6809) and implementing 
regulations thereof. Additionally, DRN Affiliate agrees to comply with, and agrees to 
cause the Related Parties to comply with, the Driver's Privacy Protection Act (18 U.S.C. 
§2721), applicable to DRN Affiliate's use of the LPR Data and access to the DRN 
System. DRN reserves the right to revise the terms or conditions under this Agreement 
(including without limitation the right to withdraw or restrict affected data) to meet 
any requirement imposed by federal, state, or local law, rule or regulation or to address 
matters concerning privacy and confidentiality, upon reasonable notice to DRN 
Affiliate. 

(d) Certification Level. DRN Affiliate and/or one or more of the 
Related Parties represents and warrants that DRN Affiliate is a certified recovery 
professional that meets standard industry criteria for education, certification, and 
compliance, and DRN Affiliate agrees (and agrees to cause the Related Parties) to 
remain in compliance with such criteria at all times during the term of this Agreement. 
Such criteria may differ from state to state and DRN Affiliate warrants and represents 
that DRN Affiliate is in compliance and shall remain in compliance with such criteria 
in each state in which DRN Affiliate conducts business. Such criteria may be provided 
by an approved industry professional organization and/or service provider and, upon 
request by DRN, DRN Affiliate shall provide to DRN satisfactory documentation of 
compliance with such criteria. Additionally, DRN Affiliate represents and warrants 
that DRN Affiliate is a duly authorized agent of each Vehicle Lender from whom DRN 
Affiliate receives a Valid Order to Repossess a vehicle, authorized to submit orders for 
the recovery of vehicles on behalf of each of such Vehicle Lenders and such 
repossessions shall be performed in compliance with all guidelines and other 
requirements of such Vehicle Lenders. 

8. Other Obligations ofDRN Affiliate. 

(a) Use of DRN Recovery Network. DRN Affiliate shall use the 
DRN Recovery Network in a manner that demonstrates integrity, honesty, common 
sense, financial benefit, and respect for the rights of DRN and the Other DRN 
Affiliates. DRN Affiliate must comply with any usage guidelines established from time 
to time by DRN. 

(b) 24-Hour Contact Information. Due to the time sensitive nature 
of the LPR recovery efforts, DRN Affiliate shall establish a 24-hour contact mechanism. 
This 24-hour contact mechanism shall include a valid e-mail address, text message 
number and cell phone number that is answered 24 hours a day and seven days a week. 

(c) Payment of Amounts Due and Payable. DRN Affiliate shall 
promptly pay to DRN (within thirty (30) days of the due date) any and all amounts that 
become due and payable by DRN Affiliate to DRN under (i) this Agreement, including, 
but not limited to, Locate Fees relating to DRN Data Products, and (ii) any amounts 
due and owing under financing agreements with DRN relating to LPR Kit(s) purchased 
by DRN Affiliate. DRN reserves the right to charge interest at the Interest Rate for 
any portion of Locate Fees and other amounts due and payable under this Agreement 
by DRN Affiliate that are not paid when due (including Locate Fees payable pursuant 
to Section 5(c), from the date due until paid. 
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9. Compensation of DRN Affiliate. DRN will compensate DRN Affiliate 
in accordance with Schedule 1 of this Agreement. 

10. Representations and Warranties. DRN Affiliate represents and 
warrants to DRN as follows: 

(a) Organization. DRN Affiliate (if a corporation or other entity) is 
duly organized, validly existing and (if a corporation) in good standing under the laws 
of the jurisdiction of its incorporation (or other formation) and is duly licensed where 
required and otherwise qualified in each state in which it transacts business; 

(b) Power and Authority. DRN Affiliate has full power and 
authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and to perform DRN Affiliate's 
obligations hereunder. The person signing this Agreement on behalf of DRN Affiliate 
has full power and authority to bind DRN Affiliate. The execution, delivery and 
performance of this Agreement have been duly authorized by all necessary and 
appropriate entity action on the part of DRN Affiliate. 

(c) Authorization. This Agreement has been duly authorized and 
executed by DRN Affiliate and is valid, binding and enforceable against DRN Affiliate 
in accordance with its terms, except that such enforcement may be subject to 
bankruptcy or other similar laws (statutory, regulatory, or decisional) now or hereafter 
in effect relating to creditor's rights generally, and the execution, delivery and 
performance by DRN Affiliate of this Agreement does not conflict with any term or 
provision of (i) its governing documents; (ii) any law, rule, regulation, order, judgment, 
writ, injunction or decree applicable to DRN Affiliate of any court, regulatory body, 
administrative agency or governmental body having jurisdiction over DRN Affiliate; or 
(iii) any agreement to which DRN Affiliate is a party or by which its property is bound; 

(d) Consent. No consent approval, authorization or order of, 
registration or filing with, or notice to any governmental authority or court is required 
under applicable law in connection with the execution, delivery, and performance by 
DRN Affiliate of this Agreement. 

11. Restrictions. 

(a) Non-Competition. As an inducement for DRN to enter into this 
Agreement, DRN Affiliate agrees that during the term of this Agreement and the 
Restrictive Period, neither DRN Affiliate nor, if DRN Affiliate is an entity, any Related 
Parties shall, directly or indirectly, engage or invest in, own, manage, operate, finance, 
control or participate in the ownership, management, operation, financing or control of, 
be employed by, associated with or in any manner connected with, or render services or 
advice or other aid to, or guarantee any obligation of, any person or entity engaged in or 
planning to become engaged in the business of using LPR technology and LPR data for 
the purpose of recovering vehicles sought for recovery within the financial, lending or 
insurance industries or assisting in debt collection efforts on behalf of municipalities 
and governmental entities. DRN and DRN Affiliate agree that this covenant is 
reasonable with respect to its duration and scope. 

·10· 
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(b) Restrictions on Publicity. Except as otherwise expressly 
permitted by this Agreement, neither DRN Affiliate nor, if DRN Affiliate is an entity, 
any Related Parties shall create, publish, distribute, or permit any written, 
electronically transmitted or other form of publicity material that makes reference to 
DRN, this Agreement, the DRN System, LPR Kit(s), Locate Fees or other materials 
related to pricing, or any Confidential Information without first submitting the 
material to DRN and receiving the written approval of DRN prior to its publication. 
Additionally, DRN Affiliate and, if DRN Affiliate is an entity, any Related Parties are 
prohibited from cooperating with any media outlet, blogging or utilizing any group sites 
to bring attention to DRN and/or LPR systems. This prohibition is specificalJy intended 
to preclude DRN Affiliate, and, if DRN Affiliate is an entity, any Related Parties, from 
cooperating or otherwise permitting photographs of DRN LPR equipment, laptops, or 
screenshots to be taken by any member of the media and from discussing the intended 
use of the captured data, the method of its collection, and the protocols relating to the 
retention thereof. DRN Affiliate, and, if DRN Affiliate is an entity, any Related Parties, 
shall not voluntarily provide any information, including interviews, related to DRN, its 
products or its services, to any member of the media without the express prior written 
consent ofDRN. 

(c) Non-Disclosure of Confidential Information. 

(1) Access to Confidential Information. DRN Affiliate will 
become privy to Confidential Information during the term of this Agreement. DRN 
Affiliate acknowledges that a large part of DRN's competitive advantage comes from 
the collection and analysis of this Confidential Information and DRN Affiliate's use, 
except as expressly permitted under this Agreement, and disclosure of any such 
Confidential Information would cause irreparable damage to DRN. 

(2) Permitted Uses of Confidential Information. DRN 
Affiliate shall use the Confidential Information solely for the Authorized Purposes and 
for otherwise fulfilling its obligations under this Agreement. 

(3) Restrictions. As a result of the sensitive nature of the 
Confidential Information, DRN Affiliate agrees, except as otherwise permitted by this 
Agreement: (i) not to directly or indirectly disclose any portion of the Confidential 
Information to any third party; (ii) not to copy or reproduce any portion of the 
Confidential Information; (iii) not to sell, transfer, license use or otherwise exploit the 
Confidential Information in any way; (iv) if DRN Affiliate is an entity, only to disclose 
the Confidential Information to Related Parties who have a need to know the 
Confidential Information and who agree to be bound by this Agreement; (v) to take all 
necessary precautions to protect the Confidential Information against its unauthorized 
use or disclosure and exercise at least the same degree of care in safeguarding the 
Confidential Information as DRN Affiliate would with DRN Affiliate's own confidential 
information; and (vi) to promptly advise DRN in writing upon learning of any 
unauthorized use or disclosure of the Confidential Information. DRN Affiliate shall be 
liable for the actions of Related Parties to whom DRN Affiliate discloses any 
Confidential Information. 
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(4) Exceptions. Except as otherwise provided herein, neither 
DRN Affiliate nor any Related Party shall disclose Confidential Information to any 
third party unless (i) required by a federal or state agency; or (ii) required by law, 
including, but not limited to, by deposition, interrogatory, request for documents, or 
similar process; or (iii) on a "need-to-know" basis under an obligation of confidentiality 
to its legal counsel, accountants, banks and other financing sources and their advisors. 
In the event that DRN Affiliate or a Related Party is required to disclose Confidential 
Information for reasons enumerated in clauses (i) and (ii) of the prior sentence, DRN 
Affiliate shall give DRN notice in a reasonable amount of time prior to DRN Affiliate's 
or any Related Party's disclosure of Confidential Information to allqw DRN to protect 
its proprietary interest therein and shall use commercially reasonable efforts to 
minimize such disclosure and consult with and assist the other party in obtaining a 
protective order prior to such disclosure. 

(5) Return of Confidential Information. Upon termination 
or expiration of this Agreement, or upon DRN's earlier request, DRN Affiliate shall 
promptly destroy all the Confidential Information, any copies or partial copies thereof 
and material containing such Confidential Information and certify to DRN in writing 
that it has done so. 

(d) Disparagement. DRN Affiliate, and, if DRN Affiliate is an entity, 
any Related Parties, shall not at any time during the term of this Agreement or the 
Restrictive Period, disparage DRN, its business, the LPR technology, or any 
shareholder, director, officer, employee or agent of DRN. 

(e) Survival of Restrictions and Other Related Matters. 

(1) DRN Affiliate shall cause each Related Party to comply with 
the provisions of this Section 11. 

(2) DRN Affiliate agrees to notify DRN immediately upon 
discovery of any unauthorized use or disclosure of Confidential Information or any 
other breach of this Section 11 by DRN Affiliate or any Related Party, and DRN 
Affiliate shall reasonably cooperate with DRN to regain possession of the Confidential 
Information, prevent its further unauthorized use, and otherwise prevent any further 
breaches of this Section 11. 

(3) DRN Affiliate agrees that a breach or threatened breach by 
DRN Affiliate or any Related Party of any covenant contained in this Section 11 will 
cause irreparable damage to DRN and that DRN could not be made whole by monetary 
damages. Therefore, DRN shall have, in addition to any remedies available at law, the 
right to seek equitable relief to enforce this Agreement. 

(4) No failure or delay by DRN in exercising any right, power or 
privilege hereunder will operate as a waiver thereof, nor will any single or partial 
exercise of any such right, power or privilege preclude any other or further exercise 
thereof. 
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(5) The restrictions set forth in this Section 11 shall survive 
the termination of this Agreement. 

12. Term of this Agreement .. The initial term of this Agreement is one (1) 
year (the "Initial Term"). Following the expiration of the Initial Term, this Agreement 
will continue in full force and effect (the "Extended Term" and together with the 
Initial Term, the "Term") until terminated by either party at any time for any reason 
upon thirty (30) days' prior written notice to the other party. Additionally, this 
Agreement will terminate upon: 

(a) a failure on the part of DRN Affiliate to pay any amount due and 
payable to DRN under this Agreement within five (5) days following receipt of written 
notice from DRN of such failure; 

(b) a material breach of any other provision of this Agreement by DRN 
Affiliate or any Related Party which remains uncured for ten (10) days following receipt 
of written notice from DRN of such material breach; 

(c) a material breach by DRN Affiliate or any Related Party of any 
other agreement between DRN and DRN Affiliate, including any DRN financing 
agreement related to the purchase of LPR Kit(s), or between a third party and DRN 
Affiliate or any Related Party pursuant to a DRN-sponsored financing program related 
to the purchase of LPR Kit(s); or 

(d) a material breach of this Agreement by DRN which remains 
uncured for ten (10) days following receipt of written notice from DRN Affiliate of such 
material breach. 

Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement for any reason the Licensed Access 
and all other licensed rights granted in this Agreement will immediately cease to exist 
and DRN Affiliate shall promptly discontinue all use of the DRN System, erase all 
copies of the DRN Car Detector software from DRN Affiliate's or any Related Party's 
computers, and return all copies of any such software and related documentation. If 
DRN financed directly or through a DRN-sponsored financing program DRN Affiliate's 
LPR Kit(s), DRN Affiliate's obligations under such financing agreements shall continue 
in full force and effect until such obligations are fully satisfied. DRN Affiliate hereby 
authorizes and directs DRN to apply any and all amounts owing to DRN Affiliate under 
this Agreement to any and all amounts due and owing by DRN Affiliate under such 
financing agreements. 

13. Disclaimer. DRN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, CONCERNING THE DRN SYSTEM, 
ITS PERFORMANCE OR APPLICATION, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF WHICH WARRANTIES BEING EXPRESSLY 
DISCLAIMED BY DRN. DRN DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE OPERATION 
OF THE DRN SYSTEM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR FREE. DRN 
AFFILIATE REPRESENTS THAT DRN AFFILIATE HAS INDEPENDENTLY 
EVALUATED THE DRN SYSTEM AND IS NOT RELYING ON ANY 
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REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES FROM DRN. WITHOUT LIMITING 
THE GENERALITY OF THE FOREGOING, DRN SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS 
ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY (i) THAT THE DRN SYSTEM WILL 
PERFORM WITHOUT INTERRUPTION OR BE ERROR-FREE, NOR THAT 
ALL PROGRAM ERRORS WILL BE CORRECTED, NOR DOES DRN ASSUME 
ANY LIABILITY FOR FAILURE TO CORRECT ANY SUCH ERROR (ii) THAT 
THE DRN SYSTEM MEETS DRN AFFILIATE'S REQUIREMENTS, OR 
(iii) THAT ANY OR ALL OF THE LPR DATA PROVIDED THROUGH THE DRN 
SYSTEM IS ACCURATE, UP-TO-DATE OR COMPLETE. ALL DATA AND 
INFORMATION PROVIDED THROUGH THE DRN SYSTEM IS PROVIDED ON 
AN "AS IS," "AS AVAILABLE" BASIS, WITHOUT EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND. ADDITIONALLY, DRN MAKES NO WARRANTY 
WHATSOEVER ON THE OPERATION OF THE LPR KIT(S) OR ANY 
COMPONENT THEREOF, INCLUDING ANY SOFTWARE ACQUIRED BY DRN 
AFFILIATE IN CONNECTION THEREWITH AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS 
ANY WARRANTY IN CONNECTION WITH THEIR CONTINUED OPERATION 
OR FOR ANY INTERRUPTION IN THE USE OR OPERATION OF THE DRN 
SYSTEM WHICH STEMS FROM THE FAILURE OF THE HARDWARE OR 
SOFTWARE NECESSARY TO OPERATE THE DRN SYSTEM. 

14. Limitations of Liability. DRN WILL NOT BE LIABLE TO DRN 
AFFILIATE FOR ANY LOSS, INJURY, CLAIM, LIABILITY OR DAMAGE OF 
ANY KIND RESULTING FROM DRN AFFILIATE'S PARTICIPATION IN THE 
DRN RECOVERY NETWORK. DRN WILL NOT BE LIABLE TO DRN 
AFFILIATE UNDER ANY CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, STRICT 
LIABILITY OR OTHER LEGAL OR EQUITABLE THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, 
DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR 
EXEMPLARY DAMAGES OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, 
WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF REVENUE OR GOODWILL OR 
ANTICIPATED PROFITS OR LOST BUSINESS) ARISING FROM OR 
RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT. TO THE EXTENT THE FOREGOING 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS PROHIBITED OR OTHERWISE 
UNENFORCEABLE, DRN'S CUMULATIVE LIABILITY TO DRN AFFILIATE 
ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THIS AGREEMENT SHALL NOT 
EXCEED THE LESSER OF (A) THE TOTAL REVENUE SHARE PAYMENTS 
(AS PROVIDED IN SCHEDULE 1) ACTUALLY PAID TO DRN AFFILIATE 
UNDER THIS AGREEMENT OR (B) $10,000. 

15. Indemnification. 

(a) DRN Affiliate agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless DRN 
and its employees, representatives, agents, officers, directors, and corporate affiliates 
(each, an "Indemnified Party"). against any and all claims, demands, actions, suits, 
losses, liabilities, damages, injuries, fines, penalties, costs, and expenses including, 
without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and court costs (including expert fees) 
asserted by a third party (each, a "Proceeding") arising, directly or indirectly, from or 
in connection with: 
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(1) a breach or alleged breach of any representation, warranty, 
convent or other obligation set forth in this Agreement by DRN Affiliate or any Related 
Party; 

(2) a breach by DRN Affiliate or any Related Party of any 
agreement between DRN Affiliate and/or any Related Party and DRN; 

(3) the repossession of a vehicle by DRN Affiliate or any Related 
Party utilizing the DRN System; or 

(4) the negligence, or willful or wanton behavior of DRN 
Affiliate or any Related Party. 

(b) Promptly after receipt by an Indemnified Party of notice of the 
commencement of any Proceeding against it, such Indemnified Party shall give notice to 
DRN Affiliate of the commencement of such Proceeding, but the failure to notify DRN 
Affiliate will not relieve DRN Affiliate of any liability that it may have to any 
Indemnified Party, except to the extent that DRN Affiliate demonstrates that the 
defense of such action is prejudiced by the Indemnified Party's failure to give such 
notice. 

(c) If any Proceeding is brought against an Indemnified Party, and it 
gives notice to DRN Affiliate of the commencement of such Proceeding, DRN Affiliate 
will be entitled to participate in such Proceeding and, to the extent that it wishes, to 
assume the defense of such Proceeding (subject to the right of the Indemnified Party to 
engage counsel at its own expense to assist in defense of the Proceeding) and DRN 
Affiliate will not, as long as it reasonably conducts such defense, be liable to the 
Indemnified Party under this Section 15 for any fees of other counsel or any other 
expenses with respect to the defense of such Proceeding, unless DRN Affiliate is also a 
party to such Proceeding and the Indemnified Party determines in good faith that joint 
representation would be inappropriate. If DRN Affiliate assumes the defense of a 
Proceeding, DRN Affiliate may make all decisions regarding settlement of the 
Proceeding, except to the extent that any settlement involves a finding or admission of 
any violation of law or will impose liability upon the Indemnified Party, in which case, 
such settlement shall require the Indemnified Party's consent, which shall not be 
unreasonably withheld. 

(d) Notwithstanding the foregoing, if an Indemnified Party determines 
in good faith that there is a reasonable probability that a Proceeding may adversely 
affect it or Related Parties other than as a result of monetary damages for which it 
would be entitled to indemnification under this Agreement, the Indemnified Party may, 
by notice to DRN Affiliate, assume the exclusive right to defend, compromise, or settle 
such Proceeding, but DRN Affiliate will not be bound by a determination of a 
Proceeding so defended or any compromise or settlement effected without its consent, 
which may not be unreasonably withheld. 

16. Independent Contractor Status. During the term this Agreement, 
DRN Affiliate's relationship with DRN will be that of an independent contractor. DRN 
Affiliate will not represent to any third party that DRN Affiliate, or, if DRN Affiliate is 
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an entity, any Related Party, is an employee of DRN. Neither DRN Affiliate, nor, if 
DRN Affiliate is an entity, any Related Party, will participate in any employee benefit 
program offered now or in the future by DRN to its employees. In making payments to 
DRN Affiliate provided for in Schedule l, DRN will not withhold taxes of any kind, 
including income taxes, FICA, FUTA, or other statutory withholding or employment 
taxes applicable to employees. As required by law, DRN Affiliate will report to the 
Internal Revenue Service all payments made by DRN to DRN Affiliate. DRN Affiliate 
will comply with all tax laws applicable to employees or self-employed individuals, 
including the filing of necessary tax returns and the payment of all income, 
employment, or self-employment taxes. 

17. Miscellaneous. 

(a) Notice. Any notice consent, waiver and other communications 
required or permitted by this Agreement must be written. Notices must be addressed 
to the recipient and either (1) hand delivered; (2) placed in the United States mail, 
certified, return receipt requested; (3) deposited with an overnight delivery service; or 
(4) sent via e-mail to the address or e-mail address specified on the signature page of 
this Agreement. Any mailed notice is effective three (3) business days after the date of 
deposit with the United States Postal Service or the overnight delivery service, as 
applicable; all other notices are effective upon receipt. A failure of the United States 
Postal Service to return the certified mail receipt to the dispatcher of such notice will 
not affect the otherwise valid posting of notice hereunder. Either party may designate 
another address for this Agreement by giving the other party at least five (5) business 
days' advance notice of its address change. A pa~ty's attorney may send notices on 
behalf of that party, but a notice is not effective against a party if sent only to that 
party's attorney. 

(b) Governing Law; Jurisdiction; Service of Process. This 
Agreement will be governed by and construed under the laws of the State of Texas 
without regard to conflicts-of-laws principles that would require the application of any 
other law. Any proceeding arising out of or relating to this Agreement may be brought 
in the courts of the State of Texas, County of Tarrant, or, if it has or can acquire 
jurisdiction, in the United States District Court for the Northern District of Texas, Fort 
Worth Division, and each of the parties irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction 
of each such court in any such proceeding, waives any objection it may now or hereafter 
have to venue or to convenience of forum, agrees that all claims in respect of the 
proceeding shall be heard and determined only in any such court and agrees not to 
bring any proceeding arising out of or relating to this Agreement in any other court. 

(c) Enforcement of Agreement. DRN Affiliate acknowledges and 
agrees that DRN would be irreparably damaged if any of the provisions of this 
Agreement are not performed in accordance with their specific terms and that any 
breach of this Agreement by DRN Affiliate or any Related Party could not be 
adequately compensated in all cases by monetary damages alone. Accordingly, in 
addition to any other right or remedy to which DRN may be entitled, at law or in 
equity, DRN shall be entitled to enforce any provision of this Agreement by a decree of 
specific performance and to temporary, preliminary and permanent injunctive relief to 
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prevent breaches or threatened breaches of any of the provisions of this Agreement, 
without posting any bond or other undertaking. 

(d) Waiver; Remedies Cumulative. The rights and remedies of the 
parties to this Agreement are cumulative and not alternative. Neither any failure nor 
any delay by any party in exercising any right, power or privilege under this Agreement 
or any of the documents referred to in this Agreement will operate as a waiver of such 
right, power or privilege, and no single or partial exercise of any such right, power or 
privilege will preclude any other or further exercise of such right, power or privilege or 
the exercise of any other right, power or privilege. To the maximum extent permitted 
by applicable law, (1) no claim or right arising out of this Agreement or any of the 
documents referred to in this Agreement can be discharged by one party, in whole or in 
part, by a waiver or renunciation of the claim or right unless in writing signed by the 
other party; (2) no waiver that may be given by a party will be applicable except in the 
specific instance for which it is given; and (3) no notice to or demand on one (1) party 
will be deemed to be a waiver of any obligation of that party or of the right of the party 
giving such notice or demand to take further action without notice or demand as 
provided in this Agreement or the documents referred to in this Agreement. 

(e) Counterparts, Integration, Effectiveness and Electronic 
Execution. This Agreement may be executed in one (1) or more counterparts, each of 
which will be deemed to be an original of this Agreement and all of which, when taken 
together, will be deemed to constitute one and the same agreement. This Agreement 
supersedes all prior agreements, whether written or oral, between the parties with 
respect to its subject matter and constitutes (along with any documents delivered 
pursuant to this Agreement) a complete and exclusive statement of the terms of the 
agreement between the parties with respect to its subject matter. This Agreement shall 
become effective when it shall have been executed by DRN and DRN shall have 
received a counterpart hereof which bears the signature of DRN Affiliate. Delivery of 
an executed counterpart of a signature page of this Agreement by telecopy, emailed .pdf 
or any other electronic means that reproduces an image of the actual executed 
signature page shall be effective as delivery of a manually executed counterpart of this 
Agreement. The words 1'execution,'1 "signed/' "signature/' "delivery/' and words of like 
import in or relating to this Agreement or any document to be signed in connection with 
this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby shall be deemed to include 
Electronic Signatures, deliveries or the keeping of records in electronic form, each of 
which shall be of the same legal effect, validity or enforceability as a manually executed 
signature, physical delivery thereof or the use of a paper-based recordkeeping system, 
as the case may be, to the extent and as provided for in any applicable law, including 
the Federal Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act, the Texas 
Electronic Transactions Act, or any other similar state laws based on the Uniform 
Electronic Transactions Act. 

(f) Modification. This Agreement may not be amended, 
supplemented, or otherwise modified except by a written agreement executed by the 
party to be charged with the amendment. 
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(g) Assignments, Successors and No Third-Party Rights. DRN 
Affiliate may not assign any of its rights or delegate any of its obligations under this 
Agreement without the prior written consent of DRN. Any attempted assignment or 
transfer in violation of this Section 17(f) will be void. Subject to the preceding 
sentence, this Agreement will apply to, be binding in all respects upon and inure to the 
benefit of the successors and permitted assigns of the parties. Nothing expressed or 
referred to in this Agreement will be construed to give any person or entity other than 
the parties to this Agreement any legal or equitable right, remedy or claim under or 
with respect to this Agreement or any provision of this Agreement, except such rights 
as shall inure to a successor or permitted assignee pursuant to this Section 17(f). 

(h) Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is held invalid or 
unenforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction, the other provisions of this 
Agreement will remain in full force and effect. Any provision of this Agreement held 
invalid or unenforceable only in part or degree will remain in full force and effect to the 
extent not held invalid or unenforceable. 

(i) Construction. The headings of sections in this Agreement are 
provided for convenience only and will not affect its construction or interpretation. All 
references to "Sections" refer to the corresponding sections of this Agreement. 

(j) Time is of Essence. With regard to all dates and time periods set 
forth or referred to in this Agreement, time is of the essence. 

(k) Savings Clause. In no event shall interest contracted for, charged or 
received under this Agreement exceed the maximum interest permitted by applicable law. The 
amounts of such interest in excess of the amounts permitted by applicable law shall be refunded to 
D RN Affiliate. 

BY EXECUTING THIS AGREEMENT DRN AFFILIATE AGREES THAT 
DRN AFFILIATE HAS READ AND UNDERSTANDS THE TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND THAT DRN AFFILIATE AGREES 
TO BE LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR EACH AND EVERY TERM AND 
CONDITION HEREOF. 

[remainder of pa.ge intentionally left blank} 
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DRN: 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agl'eement has been executed in multiple 
originals by the parties hel'eto on the date and year first above written. 

Digital Recognition Network, Inc. 

By: J_[,,,.. ~v-.,!-

John Ne'..hery, COO/CFO 

Address: 

E-mail: 

4150 International Plaza 
Suite 800 
Fort Worth, Texas 76109 
jnethery@drndata.com 

DRN AFFILIATE: Digital Dog Recovery 

B~:r~ 
N_a'i {/j;,A~-;:;,,._&e 
Tit! . A; C'.~-~ t:: 

Address: 

E-mail: 

""J.7'1'/ />.:; ,.,;f:, 0-'!-f Ve;... .f .ltJ-J.t"j 
c£. j),>,£1Ail« 1.#//rµ(.'.A •9);11.6,t;:. 

/Pt/t:J-///.0"-c;'..L@ J/6,7.4~~ })C(i ,itf 

6 ·Jo -M/Y 

[signature page - License Agreement] 
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DRN: 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed in multiple 
originals by the parties hereto on the date and year first above written. 

Digital Recognition Network, Inc. 

By:Joh~O~ 
Address: 

E-mail: 

4150 International Plaza 
Suite 800 
Fort Worth, Texas 76109 
jnethery@drndata.com 

DRN AFFILIATE: Digital Dog Recovery 

Address: 

E-mail: 

[signature page - License Agreement] 
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SCHEDULE 1 

COMPENSATION 

DRN Affiliate is entitled to participate in the DRN Revenue Sharing Program 
described in this Schedule 1 (the "Program''). DRN generates Locate Fees when LPR 
Data assists in the successful recovery of vehicles sought for repossession (each a 
"Hit"). Locate Fees are earned by DRN on a per Hit basis and are contingent upon the 
successful recovery of a vehicle, among other matters. Additionally, DRN generates 
Subscription Fees on initial order submittals pursuant to Valid Orders to Repossess. 
Subscription Fees are not contingent upon the successful recovery of a vehicle. DRN 
Affiliate is entitled to receive a portion of these two revenue sources (the "Revenue 
Share") as set forth below. 

Locate Fees: 

Under the Program, DRN Affiliate is entitled to a percentage of each Locate Fee 
received by DRN related to Hits generated by DRN Affiliate's license plate scans (other 
than Authorized Hits generated for vehicles on the DRN Affiliate Hotlist, which 
Authorized Hits ru·e provided free of charge by DRN to DRN Affiliate). The applicable 
percentage (the "Percentage Based Revenue Share") of each such Locate Fee is 
based on the number of vehicle license plates that DRN Affiliate scans during the 
month in which the vehicle license plate resulting in the Hit is scanned and is set forth 
in the table below entitled "Plate Capture Thresholds and Percentage Based Revenue 
Share." 

DRN shall pay to DRN Affiliate DRN Affiliate's portion of the aggregate Locate 
Fees for each month during the term of this Agreement within ninety (90) days 
immediately following the end of such month. 

Because Locate Fees may be refundable to the purchaser, there may be instances 
in which DRN Affiliate is paid based upon a Locate Fee that is subsequently refunded 
to the purchaser. In such instances, DRN Affiliate agrees to allow DRN to withhold 
DRN Affiliate's portion of the refunded amount from the following month's payment to 
DRN Affiliate or invoice DRN Affiliate for its portion of the refund. 

Subscription Fees: 

Under the Program, DRN Affiliate is entitled to receive a portion of Subscription 
Fees received by DRN based on the following: 

Subscription Orders With Historical Hits. DRN Affiliate must have 
generated an historical Hit on the subscription order to receive a portion of this 
revenue. Historical Hit generation will be based upon DRN Affiliate's plate captures 
for the six (6) month period prior to the initial order upload. The order revenue amount 
will be multiplied by DRN Affiliate's Percentage Based Revenue Share based on the 
number of vehicle license plates that DRN Affiliate scans during the month in which 
the subscription order revenue is earned and the result divided by the total number of 
DRN Affiliates with historical Hits on the specific order. 
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Subscription Orders Without Historical Hits. DRN Affiliate must have 
repossessed at least one vehicle under the LPR Program in the month the subscription 
order revenue is earned to receive a portion of this revenue. The total revenue from 
subscription orders without historical Hits will be multiplied by DRN Affiliate's 
Percentage Based Revenue Share based on the number of vehicle license plates that 
DRN Affiliate scans during the month in which the subscription order revenue is 
earned and the result multiplied by DRN Affiliate's percentage of total vehicle 
recoveries pursuant to the LPR Hotlist in the month the subscription order revenue is 
earned. 

Plate Capture Thresholds and Percentages Based Revenue Share: 

The plate capture thresholds and corresponding percentages are set forth below, 
with such plate capture thresholds based on total scans: 

Plate Capture Thresholds 

100,000 or more 

80,000 or more but less than 100,000 

60,000 or more but less than 80,000 

40,000 or more but less than 60,000 

30,000 or more but less than 40,000 

Less than 30,000 

Miscellaneous: 

Percentage Based 
Revenue Share 

35% 

30% 

25% 

20% 

15% 

10% 

The intent of the Program is to provide DRN with salable LPR Data in order to 
successfully locate and recover vehicles. The following minimum requirements must be 
met in order to ensure that DRN Affiliate provides LPR Data that is salable: 

1. Duplicative LPR Data. To ensure that DRN Affiliate is not capturing 
the same LPR Data beyond a reasonable number of times each month, the percentage 
of unique LPR Data captured to total LPR Data captured in a month must fall within 
ten percent (10%) of the average for all Other DRN Affiliates. 

2. Valuable LPR Data. To ensure that DRN Affiliate is not capturing LPR 
Data in areas that will not reasonably lead to a successful recovery (e.g. retail and 
restaurant parking lots), the "buy rate" for total LPR Data captured by DRN Affiliate 
each month should not fall more than fifteen percent (15%) below the average of "buy 
rates" for all Other DRN Affiliates. 

If either of the foregoing conditions is not met in a particular month, as 
determined by DRN in its sole and unfettered discretion, DRN reserves the right to 
reduce that month's Revenue Share by up to fifty percent (50%). 

-2· 
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DRN shall provide monthly reports, either by e-mail, online, or by such other 
format that is reasonably available, to DRN Affiliate that detail the number of license 
plates captured by each of DRN Affiliate's LPR Kit(s) during such period and the 
number of Hits generated, purchased and associated vehicles recovered by DRN 
Affiliate's LPR Kit(s). 

Subject to any set off rights of DRN pursuant to this Agreement or otherwise, 
DRN shall pay to DRN Affiliate the Revenue Share for all eligible Hits and subscription 
order revenue which occur on or before the date this Agreement is terminated. DRN 
shall have no obligation to pay DRN Affiliate the Revenue Share on eligible Hits or 
subscription order revenue which occurs after this Agreement is terminated. 

-3-
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SCHEDULE2 

MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT SERVICES 

The Affiliate Support Group (ASG) is available to answer questions pertaining to 
the DRN System. ASG is also responsible for LPR kit installation assistance and 
technical troubleshooting of LPR cameras, DSP, cabling, and laptops. ASG will also 
submit the Return Material Authorization (RMA) on DRN Affiliate's behalf to Vigilant 
Solutions, Inc. The ASG hours of operation are 24 hours per day Monday through 
Friday and 9:00 am - 5:00 pm Saturday and Sunday. An ASG representative can be 
reached by calling toll free 855-437-6435. 

M:\03\030760.01 
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EXHIBITB 
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MASTER SERVICES AGREEMENT 

Thie Master Services Agreement i Agreement") is entered into on July l, 2015, 
between ~tal Recognition Network, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("DRN"), and Buma 
National, LLC, a Michigan limited liability company ("Customer"). DRN and CuStomer 
are sometimes referred to in this Agreement as a "party" and collectively as the "parties." 

1. Deftnitiona. 

"Agreement" ia thia Master Services Agreement, including all Soheduie. 
attached to this Agreement. 

"Authorized Purposes" is defined in Section 2(b). 

"ConftdentiaJ Information• refers to any and all (a) trade secrets 
concerning the busineaa and affairs of DRN, product specificatiollJI, data, know-how, 
formulae, compositions, processea, designs, sket.chea, phot.ographs, graphs, drawinge, 
samples, inventions and ideaa; past. current and planned research and development, 
curre.nt and planned manufacturing and distribution methods and proce88Bs, customer 
lieta, current and anticipated customer requirements, price liete, market litudiea, 
buainese pi.an., oomputer aoftware and programs (including object code and source code), 
databaee technologies. eyat.ema, structures, architectures, procesaes, improvemente, 
devioea, diacoveriee, concepts, methods, information of DRN and any othieir infurmation, 
however documented, of DRN that is a trade secret within the meaning of applicable 
state trade ~tlaw or unde.r other appliceble law, including but.not limited to the DRN 
System, the DRN Vehicle Data, and the ORN lnj;ellectWil Property Rights; 
(b) information conoeming the buainea and affairs of DRN (which includes hlltorical 
financial atat.ements, financial projectione and budeete, historical and projected aalee, 
capital apendinc budpta and plana, the names and background& of key personnel, 
contractors, agenta, suppliers and potential suppliers, joint venturers and other strategic 
partners, personnel training techniques and materials, purchasing methoda and 
techniques, however documented; and (c) notes, analysis, compilations, studies, 
summaries and other material prepared by or for DRN containing or based. in·w:hole or 
in part, upon any information included in the foregoing. Confidential Infurmation shall 
not include in.formation which: (;) ia publicly available through no action of Customer and 
through no breach of any confida)ltiality obligation owed to DRN; (ii) baa been in 
Customer's po111eseion without reatrictiona on disclosure prior to diacloaure by DRN; (ili) 
has been developed by or become known to Customer without ·acceas to any Confidential 
Information ofDRN and without breach of a confidentiality obligation owed to DRN and 
outside the acope of any agreement with DRN; or (iv) is obtained rightfully ftom third 
parties not bound by an .obligation of confidentiality. 

"Customer" is set forth in the preamble of this Agreement. 

"DPPA" is defined in Section 3(b). 

"DPPA Data"'ia defined in Section B(b). 
i 

"DRN" ia ~ R8cognition Network, Inc. 

I 
I 

App.609 
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"DRN Intellectual Property Rights" means any and all now known or 
hereafter existing: (a} rights of ORN U8ociated with works of authorship, including 
exclusive exploitation rights, copyrights, moral rights and mask works; (b) trademark 
and trade name rights and similar rights of ORN; (c) trade secre!:s rights of ORN; 
(d) patents, deaigna, algorithms and other industrial property rights of DRN; (e) other 
intellectual and industrial property and proprietary rights of every kind and natlll'e of 
DRN, whether arising by operation of law, by contract or license, or otherwjse; and (f) all 
registrations, applications, renewals, extensions, combinations, divisions or reiaeuea of 
the foregoing. 

"DRN Vehicle Data• refers to photographed and interPreted images of 
vehicle license plates, along with the associated vehicle imago, GPS coordinates and 
time/dat.e stamps. 

"DRN Vehicle Data Services" refers collectively to the license.d acceae to 
DRN Vehicle Data and any and all other data or aerv.ices derived from or c:Ontaining, Jn 
whole or in part, ORN Vehicle Data. 

"DRN System" refers to the web-baaed system which (a) collects DRN 
Vehicle Data and makes DRN Vehicle Data Services available to Customer; (b) accept& 
the submieeion of Valid Purchase Ord.era for DRNVehicle Data Services; and (c) provide• 
the additional support and services set forth in this Agreement. 

"Extended Term" is defined in Section 9. 

"FCRA" ia defined in Section S(c). 

"GLBA" is defined in Section S(a). 

"GLBA Data" is defined in Section 3(a). 

"Indemnified Party" ia defined in Section 8(a). 

"Initial Term• ia defined in Section 9. 

"Licensed Access" ia defined in Section ll(a). 

"Proceeding" is defined in Section 8(a). 

"Related Party" means an affiliate, dil'ector, ofi:icer, shareholder, member, 
partner, manager, employee, representative or agent of Customer. 

'Term" is defined in Section 9. 

"Valid Purchase Order" refers to an authorized order .or inatructi.on of 
Customer regarding a DRN Vehicle Data Service to be provided to Customer. 

App.610 
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"Vehicle Identification Number ("VIN")" refere to the unique code 
including a serial number, ueed by the automotive industry to identify motor vehicles'. 
towed vehicles, motnrcyclea; acootera and mopeds aa defined in ISO 3833. 

~ Licensed Accese to DRN System. 

(a) Grant of Licenae. DRN ll'l'&tttll Cuatomu a non-exclwri:wi, non· 
transferable licenee to acceaa the DRN System solely for the Authorized Pul"(lQllllB and 
otherwise on the terms and conditions &et forth in this Agreement {the "Licensed 
Access"). 

(b) Authorized Uses of ORN System. Customer ie prohibited from 
accessing the DRN System other than to (i) from tima to time submit Valid Purchase 
Orders; and (ri) access and utilize services purchaeed via Valid Purchaae Orders in 
accordance with the terms and conditions as set mrth in this Agreement. 

(c) Ownership ofDRN Vehicle Data, DRN Vehicle Data Services, 
DRN System, and DRN Intellectual Property Rights. DRN haa expended 
substantial time, effort and funds to develop the DRN Vehi.cle Data, the !)RN Vehicle 
Data Servicea, the DRN System and the DRN Intellectual Property Right.a. Except fur 
the rights expressly granted by DRN t.o Customer under this Agreement, DRN retains 
all title and rights to the DRN Vehicle Data, the DRN VElhlcle Data Services, the DRN 
System, and the DRN Intellectual Property Rights. Nothing contained in tltla Agreement 
shall be deemed to convey to Customer or to any other party any ownel'Ship intereat .in 
or to the DRN Vehicle Data, the DRN Vehicle Data Services, the DRN System or the 
DRN lntAlllectual Property Rights. 

(d) Restrictloru1 on Use ot DRN System. Except Bl 8%preuly 
permitted under this Agreement. Cust.omer agrees that it shell not, i:tor11ermit a Reiared 
Party or any other party to, without the prior written consent llf DRN, (jj copy, duplicate 
or grant perm.i.asion to the DRN System or any part thereof; (ijj create, attempt.to create, 
or grant permission to the source program and/or object program asaociated with. the 
DRN System; (ill,) decompile, disSllllemble or reverse engineer any software component of 
the DRN Syetem for any reason, includinir, without limitation, to develop functionally 
similar computer software or services; or (iv) modify, alter or delete any ofthe copyright 
notices embedded in or affixed to the copies of any component,& of the DRN System. 
Customer shall instruct each Related Party to comply with the preceding reatrictiona. 

(e) Third Party Software. If and to the extent that DRN incorporates 
the software and/or data of any third party into the DRN System, and use of sucll third 
party software and/or data is not subject to the tAlrma of a license agreement directly 
between Customer and the third party licensor, the license of Cuatom:er to such third 
party software and/or data ehall be defined and limited by the license to DRN by sullh 
third party and the license to the DRN System lll'anted by DRN under this Agrooment. 
Customer ll]lecificsily acknowledges that the licenson of such third party software and/or 
data llhall retain all ownership rights thereto, and Customer agrees that it 8hall not 
(i) deco'Dlcpile, disassemble or reverse engineer such third party software ot oth!lrwiae use 
such third party software f'or any reason except as expresaly permitred herein; 
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(ii) reprQduce the data therein for purpoeea other than thoee apecjficaUy permitted undet 
this Agreement; or (ill) modify, alter or delete any of t;he copyright notii:ea embedded in 
or affixed t.o .such third party software data. Cuat.omer shaU m.truct the Related Paitiea 
to comply with the preceding restrictions. 

(1) Non-Excluaive Licensed Access. Customer aaknowledgea that 
the right or ability of DRN t.o lloe!l.88 other third parties to use the DRN Sywtem ia not 
restricted in any manner by this Agreement and thatDRN has licensed. and willcontinue 
t.o license, other Vehicle Lenders t.o use the DRN System, DRN shall have no liability to 
Customer for any such action. 

3. Compliance with Laws. Cua.tamer shall, with respect to its oblipti0118 

and performance hereunder, comply with all applicable requirements of ,federal, state 
and local lawa, rules and regulations, including without limitation privacy lam and 
regulations. Without limiting the generality of the preceding.sentence, Cuat.omer agrees 
that it will not diacl0118 (nor permit any Related Parties to disclose) t.o an.v other party 
any nonpublic personal infurmation which it receives directly o.r indirectly tlmlugh the 
DRN Syat.em, except as permitted by this •Agroom,ent and in compliance with all 
·appliCAble laws. For purposes of this Section 3, the terms "nonpublic personal 
inful'DIJl.tion" shall have the me.anings set forth in Sectinn 509 of the Gl'8J!llll·Leach·Blilay 
Act (P.L. 106-102) (15 U.S.C. §6809) and implementing regulations thereo£ Additionally, 
Customer agreea t.o comply with, and agrees to cause the Related Parties to oom,ply witli, 
the Driver's Privacy Prot.ection Act (18 U.S.C. §2721) applicablB t.o CQJ!'tomer'a ~ oftlJe 
ORN Vehicle Data, DRN Vehicle Data Services, and acoo811 to the DRN System. DRN 
reserves the right to ~ the terms or conditions under this Agreement (mcluding 
without limitation the right to withdraw or restrict affected data) to mlltlt any 
requirement imposed by federal, state, or local law, rule or regulation or to addreas 
matters concerning privacy and confidentiality, upon reasonable notice to Cuatomer. 

(a) GLBA Data. Although none of the information provided by or 
through the DRN System is "nonpublic personal information,• as defined ill the .~amm
Leach-Bliley Act, (15 U.S.C. §6801, et seq.) and related etate !awe (collectively, the 
"GLBA"), and which is regulated by the GLBA ("GLBA Data"), DRN hereby reatricts 
Customer's accesa and nae of all DRN Vehicle Data and DRN Vehicle Data Services as if 
it was GLBAData. Accordingly, Cu11tomer ahall not obtain and/or use DRNVebidle Data 
or DRN Vehicle Data Services in any manner that would violate the GLBA, .or any rrimilar 
state or local laws, regulations and rulea. Customer acknowledges and Agreell that it 
may be required to certify ita permisaible use of GLBA Data falling within an exception 
set forth in the GLBA at the .time it requests DRN Vehicle Data or D.RN Vehicle Data 
Servicee through the DRN Syat.em and will recertify upon request by DRN. Cuat.omer 
certifil!s with respect t.o DRN Vehicle Data and DRN Vehicle Data Services received 
through the DRN System that it complies with the Interagency Standards for 
Safeguarding Customer Information isaued pursaant to the GLBA. 

(b) DPPA Data. Although none of the information provided by or 
through the. DRN System is "perspnal information." as defined in the Drivers Privacy 
Protection Act, (18 U.S.C. §2721 et seq.) and. related state laws (collectively, the "DPPA "), 
and is regulated by the DPPA ("DPPA Data"), ORN hereby restribtll· Cuetoiner's acoel8 
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and use of all DRN Vehicle Data and DRN Vehicle Data Services as if it waa DPPA Data. 
Accordingly, Customer ahall not obtain and/or use DRN Vehicle Data or DRN Vehicle 
Data Services in any manner that would violate the DPPA, or any airnUar state or local 
laws, :regulations and rules. Customer acknowledges and agrees thaHt may be required 
to certify its pemriasible use ofDRNVehicle Data and DRNVehicle Data Services at the 
time it requests DRN Vehicle Data or DRN Vehicle Data Services tbi!>ugh the DRN 
Syatem and will recertifY upon request by DRN. 

(c) Fair Credit Re}>Ol'tinJ Act. The DRN Vehicle Data Sllrvicee 
provided pursuant to thia Agreement are not provided by "consumer reporting agencies,• 
as that term is defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. §1681, et seq.) 
("FCRA") and do not constitute "consumer reports," as that term is de~ed in the .FCRA. 
Accordingly, the DRN Vehicle Data Services may not be used in whole or in part as a 
factor in determining eligibility fur credit, insurance, employment or another p!!rpOBe in 
connection with which a co1111umer report may be used under the FCRA. Further, 

(1) Customer certifies that it will not use any of the information 
it receives through the DRN System to det.crmine, in whole or in part, an individual's 
eligibility for any of the following products, services or tranaactions: (A) credit Qr 

insurance to be used primarily for personal, family or household pw;poees; 
CB) employment purpoees; (C) a license or other benefit granted by a government qeney; 
or (D) any other product, service or tranBBction in connection with which a coruiumer 
report may be uaed under the FORA or any similar state statute, including without 
limitation, apartment rental, check-cashing, or the opening of a deposit or transaction 
account; 

(2) by way of clarification, without limiting the fureeoing, 
Customer may use, except aa otherwise prohibited or limited by this Agreement, 
information received through the DRN System for the following purpoaee: (A) to prevent 
or detect fraud or other unlawful activity; CB) to locate an individual vehicle; (Q) to collect 
a debt, provided that such debt collection does not constitute in whole or in part, a 
determination of an individual conaUiner'a eligibility for c.redit or irururance to be used 
primarily for personal. family or household purposes; 

(8) specifically, if Customer is using the DRN Vehicle Data 
Services in connection with collection of a consumer debt on its own behalf: or on behalf 
of a third.party, Customer shall not use the DRN Vehicle Data Services: (A) to revoke 
corunu:ner credit; CB) to aocelerate, set or change repayment terme; or (C) fur the plU]>Olle 
of determining a COill!Umer's eligibility fur any repayment plan; provided, however, that 
Customer may, consistent with the certification and limitation• aet forth in this Section 
S(c), use the DRN Vehicle Data Services fur identifying, locating, or contacting a 
conaumer in connection with the collection of a consumer's debt or m prlorithing 
collection activities; and 

( 4) Customer shall not use any of the information it receives 
through the DRN System to take any "advet"Se action," es that term is defined in the 
FCRA. 
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•· Fees. 

(a) DRN shall provide the DRN Vehicle Data Services ordered by 
Cuatomer for the fees listed on Schedules attached hereto and incorporated by reference 
herein. The fees listed on Schedules may be updated from time to time by written notic& 
to Cwrtomer through any or all of the following methods: customer bulletins, emails. 
notices, or announcements in invoices, and such updates fees will be effective thirty {30) 
days following receipt of such written notice by Cuatomer. 

(b) The fees for all DRN Vehicle Data Services are exclusive of any 
applicable state, local. or otherwise applicable sales, use, or similar taxes. 

(c) Cuetomer shall pay the fees for all DRN Vehicle Data Services 
ordered by Cuatomer within twenty (20) days of the invoice date. Customer agrees to 
accept invoices electronically. Any balance not timely paid will accrue interest at tbe 
rate of eighteen percent (18%) per annum. Customer's obligation to pay no'n·disputed 
invoiced amounts .is absolute and unconditional and not subject to any of&et, defense or 
counterclaim. 

II. Non-Diaclosure of Conftdential Information. 

(a) Acceas to Confidential Information. Customer will become 
privy to Confidential Infonnation during the term of this Agretunent. Customer 
acknowledges that a large part ofDRN'a competitive advantage come• from the collection 
and analyai.s of this Oonfidential Information and Customer's use, except as expl'e881y 
permitted under this .Agreement, and diacl.ollure of any such Confidential Information 
would cauee irreparable damage to DRN. 

(b) Permitted Uses of Confidential Information. Customer shall 
use the Confidantilll Information solely for the Authorized Purpose a and for otherwise 
fulfilling its obligations under this Agreement. 

(c) Restrictions. As a result of the sensitive nature of the Confidential 
Information, Customer agrees, except as otherwise permitted by this Agreement: (1) not 
to directly or indirectly disclose any portion of the Confidential Information to any third 
party; (2) not to copy or reproduce any portion of the Confidential Information; (3) ll!>t to 
sell, transfer, licenee use or otherwise exploit the Confidential Information in any way; 
(4) if Customer is an entity, only to diacl.olle the Confidential Information to Related 
Parties who have a need to know the Confidential Information. and who agree to be bound 
by this Agreement; (6) to take all necessary precautions to protect the Confidential 
Information against its unauthorized uee or disclosure and exerciae at leallt the Ballle 
degree of care in aaf'eguarding the Confidential Infmmation as Customer would with 
Customer'• own confidential informlition; and (6) to promptly adviee DRN in writing 
upon learning of any unauthorized use or diecloaure of the Confidential Infurmation. 
Customer shall be liable for the actions of Related Parties to whom Customer ttiscloBes 
any Confidential Information. 
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(d) Exception•. Except aa otherwise provided herein, neither 
Customer nor any Related Party shall disclose Confidential Information to any third 
party unless (l) required by a federal or .state qency; or (2) required by Iiiw, includine, 
but not lintit.ed to, by deposition, interrogatory, request for documents, or aimiln pl'OCQ81; 
or (3) on a •need-to-know" basis under an obligation of confidentiality t.o ita legal counsel, 
accountants, banks and other financing sourcl!ll and their advisors. In the event that 
Cust.omer or a Related Party is required to disclose C:Onfidential Information for muons 
enumerated in oliluses (1) and (2) of the prior sentence, Customer shall give DRN notice 
in a reasonable amount of time prior to Customer's or any Related Party's disclo1111re of 
Confidential Information to allow DRN to protect its proprietary interest therein and·. 
ehell use commercially reasonable efforts t.o minimi2e such diacl~ure and consult with 
end a88ist the other party in obtaining e protective order prior to such disclosure. 

(e) Return or Destruction of Confidential Information. Upon the 
termination or expiration of this Agreement, or upon DRN'a earlier request, Customer 
shall promptly (1) return to DRN or (2) at DRN's option, destroy, at Customer's expense, 
all Confidential Information, any copies or partial copies thei:eof, and material containing 
such Confidential Information. If the Confidential Information is destl'.oYed Custi»ner 
shall eertify to DR.N l.n writing that it haa done so. 

(f) Survival of Restrictions and Other Related Matters. 

(1) Customer shall cause each Related Party to comply with the 
provisions of this Section&. 

(2) Customer agrees to notify DRN immediately upon diaeovery 
of any unauthorized use or disclosure of Confidential Information or any oth!'r breach of 
this Section 5 by Customer or any Related Party, and Customer shall l'l!aeorutbly 
cooperate with DRN to regain possession of the Confidential Information, prevent its 
further unauthorized use, and otherwise prevent any further breaches of thia Section 6. 

(3) Customer agrees that a breach or threatsned breach by 
Customer or any Related Party of any covenant contained in this Section II will cause 
irreparable damage to DRN and that DRN could not be made whole by monebuy 
damages. Therefore, DRN ohall have, in addition to any remedies available at law, tl)e 
right to seek equitable relief to enforce this Agreement. 

( 4) No failure or delay by DRN in exercising any right; power or 
privilege hereunder will operate as a waiver thereof, nor will any Bingle or partial 
exercise of any such right, power or privilege preclude any other or further exercise 
thereof. 

(5) The restrictions set forth in this Section II shall survive the 
termination of this Agreement. 

6. Disclaimer. DRN MAKES NO REPRESJilNTATIONS OR 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, CONCERNING T.QE D~ snl'.l$M OR 
THE DRN VEmCLE DATA SERVICES, THEIR PERFORMANCE OK 
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APPLICATION, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARB,ANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSJjJ, ALL 
OF WHICH WARRANTIES BEING EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED IJY DRN. 
CUSTOMER REPRESENTS THAT CUSTOMER 1IAS INDEPENDENTLY 
EVALUATED THE DRN SYSTEM AND THE DRN VEHICLE DATA SERVICES 
ANDIS NOT RELYING ON.ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES FROM 
DRN. WITHOUT LIMITING THE GENERALITY OF THE FOREGOING, .DRN 
SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY 
(a) THAT THE DRN S\'S'I'EM WILL PERFORM WITHOUT INTERRUPTION OB. 
BE ERROR-FREE, NOR THAT ALL PROGRAM ERRORS WILL BE 
COIUtECTED, NOR DOES DRN ASSUME ANY LIABILITY FOR FAILUlm TO 
CORRECT ANY SUCH ERROR (b) THAT THE DRN SYSTEM OR DRNVEHICLE 
DATA SERVICES MEETS CUSTOMER'S REQUIREMENTS, OR (c) THAT ANY 
OR ALL OF THE DRN VEfilCLE DATA OR DRN VEIDCLE DATA SERVICES 
PROVIDED THROUGH THE DRN SiSTEM IS ACCURATE, UP-TO-DATE OJt 
COMPLETE. ALL DRNVEHICLE DATA, DRN VEHICLE DATA $ERVICJl1$ ,AND 
OTHER DATA AND INFORMATION PROVIDED THROUGH THE DRN SYSTEM 
IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS 1$," "AS AVAILABLE" BASIS, WITHOUT EJWRESS 
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND. 

7. Limitations of Liability. DRN WILL NOT BE LIABLE TO 
CUSTOMER F()R ANY LOSS, INJURY, CLAIM, LIABILITY OR DAMAQE OF 
ANY KIND RESULTING FROM CUSTOMER'S ACCESSING THE DRN SiSTEM 
OR UTllJZING THE DRN VEHICLE DATA OR DRN VEHICLE DATA 
SERVICES. DRN WILL NOT BE LIABLE TO CUSTOMER UNDER ANY 
CONTll.AcT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHER LEGAL OR 
EQUITABLE THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDffiECT, lNCIDENTAL, 
CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES OF ANY JilN.I) 
WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF RE\!ENUB 
OR GOODWILL OB ANTICIPATED PROFITS O:R LOST BUSINESS) .AlUSING 
FROM OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT. TO THE EXTENT THE 
FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS PROmBITED OR OTHERWISE 
UNENFORCEABLE, DRN'S CUMULATIVE LIABILITY TO CUBTOllER 
ARISING OUT OP OR RELATED TO THIS AGREEMENT SHALL NOT ~EED 
THE LESSER OF (a) THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF FEES PAID BY CUBTOliD:a 
DURING THE PRECEDING TWELVE MONTH PERIOD (AS PROViDED IN 
SCHEDULE 1) ACTUALLY PAID TO DRN UNDER THIS AGREEMENT OK (b) 
$10,000. 

8. Indemnification. 

(a) Customer agrees to indemnify, defend and hold .harmllll!8 DRN lllld 
its employees, representatives, agents, officers, directors, and corporate affiliates (each, 
an "Indemnified Party"), against any and all claims, demands, actiona, suits, loeae1, 
liabilities, damages, injuries, fines, penalties, costs, and expe~a including, without 
limitation, reB&Onable attorneys' fees and court coats (including expert fees) aseert.ed by 
a third party (eaeh, a "Proceedinc") arising, directly or indirectly, from or in connection 
with: 
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(1) a breach or alleged breach of any reprS.entation, warranty, 
convent or other obligation set forth in this.Agreement by Customer or any Related Party; 

(2) a breach by Cust.omer or any Related Piirty of any agreement 
between CWltomer and/or any Relat.ed Party and ORN; 

(3) the rep08llie88ion of a vehicle by Ouatomer or any R.=la~ 
Party utilizin11 the ORN System, the ORN Vehicle Data Servicea, and the DRN Vehicle 
Data; or 

(4) the ne11ligence, or willful or wanton behavior of Cuetomer or 
any Related Party. 

(b) Promptly after receipt by an Indemnified Party of notice of the 
commencement of any Proceeding against it, such Indemnified Party shall give notice to 
Customer of.the commencement of such Proceeding, but the failure to n0tify Customer 
will not relieve Customer of any liability that it may have to any Indemnified Party, 
except to the extent that Customer demonstrates that the defenee of such action is 
prejudiced by the Indemnified Party's failure to give au.ch notice, 

(c) If any Proceeding is brought against an Indemnified Party, and it 
gives notice to Customer of the commencement of such Proceeding, Customer will be· 
entitled to participate in auch Proceeding and, to the extent that it wishes, to assume the 
defense of such Proceeding (subject to the right of the Indemnified Party to e~ 
counsel at ite own expenl!B to assist in defense of the Proceeding) and Customer will not, 
as long as it reaaonably conducts such defense, be liable to the Indemnified Party under 
this Section 8 fur any fees of other counsel or any other expensea with respect to the 
defense of such Proceeding, unleBS Customer is also a party to such Proceeding and the 
Indemnified Party determines in good faith that joint representation would be 
inappropriate. If Customer assumes the defense of a Proceeding, Customer may make 
all decisions reprdina' settlement of the Proceeding, except to the extent that any 
settlement involves a finding or admiaaion of any Violation of law or will impoae liability 
upon the Indemnified Party, in which cue, such settlement shall require the Indemnified 
Party's consent, which shall not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned. 

(d) Notwithstanding the foregoing, if an Indemnified Party determinea 
in good faith that there is a reasonable probability that a Proceeding may adveraely aft8ct 
it or a Related Party other than as a reeult of monetary damages for which it would be 
entitled to indemnification under this Agreement, the Indemnified Party may, by notice 
to Customer, aaaume the exclusive right to defend, compromise, or settle such 
Proceeding, but Customer will not be bound by a determination of a Proceeding 80 

defended or any compromise or settlement effected without ite consent, which may not 
be unreasonably withheld. 

9. Term and Termination. The initial term of this Agreement is. one (l) 
year (the "Initial Term"). Following the expiration of the Initial Term, this Agreement 
will continue in full mrce and effect (the "Extended Term• and together with (;he Initial 
Term, the "Term"). Thia agreement may be terminated by either party at any time for 
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any reason upon thirty (30) days' prior written notice to the other party. Additionall.)', 
. this Agreement will terminate upon: 

(a) amaterialbreachofthis.AgreementbyDRNwhichremainsuncured 
for t.en (10) days following receipt of written notice from Customer of such material 
breach; or 

(h) a material breach of this .Agreement by Customer or any Related 
Party of Customer which remains uncured for ten (10) days following receipt of written 
notice from DRN of such material breach. 

Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement for any reason the Licensed Acoeea 
and all other licensed rights granted in this Agreement will immediately cease to exiBt 
and Customer shall promptly di8COntinue all use of the DRN Syatem and return all 
related documentation. 

10. Miscellaneous. 

(a) Notice. Any notice consent, waiver and. other communi,cations 
required or permitted by this Agreement must be written •. Notices must be addressed t.o 
the recipient and either (1) hand delivered; (2) placed in the United States mail, certified, 
return receipt requested; (3) deposited with all overnight delivery service; or (4) &E1nt \'ia 
e-mail and followed with a copy sent by overnight delivery or regular mail, to the addrell8 
or e-mail addreN specified on the signature page of this .Agreement. Any .mailed notic?e 
is effective three (3) buaineea days after the date of deposit with the United States i>oatal 
Service or the overnight delivery service. as applicable; all other notices are·effective upon 
receipt. A failure of the United States Postal Service to return the certified mail receipt 
to the dispatcher of such notice will not affect the otherwise valid posting 0£ notice 
hereunder. Either party may designate another address for this Agreement by giving 
the other party at least five (5) buainess days' advance notice ofits addreaa change. A 
party's attorney may send notice.a on behalf of that party, but a notice ie not effective 
against a party if sent only to that party's attorney. 

(h) Governinc Law; Jurilldiction; Semce of Proceu. Thia 
Agreement will be ~verned by and construed under the laws of the State of Texas 
without regard to conflicts-of-laws principles that would require the application of any 
other law. Any procee~ arising out of or relating to this .Agreement may be brought 
in the courts of the State of Texas, County of Tarrant, or, if it has or can acquire 
jurisdiction, in the United States District Court for the Northern District of Texas, Fo.rt 
Worth Division, and each of the parties irrevocably submits to the exclusiw jurisdicti(l!] 
of each such court in any such proceeding, waives any objection it may now or hereafter 
have to venue or to convenience of forum, agrees that all claims in respeJ)t of the 
p~ng shall be heard and determined orily in any such court and agrees not Ix) Pring 
any proceeding arising out of or relating to this Agreement in any other court. 

(c) Enforcement of Agreement. Customer acknowledges and agrees 
that DRN would be irreparably damaged if any of the proviaiOllll of this .Agreement are 
not performed in accordance with their specilic terms and that any breach of this 
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Agreement by Cwitomer or any Relat.ed Party could not be adequately compell88.ted in 
all cases by monetary damages alone. Accordingly, in addition to any C>tMr right or 
remedy to which DRN may be entitled, at law or in equity, DRN shall be entitled t.o 
enfon:e any provision of this Agreement by a decree of specific performance and to 
temporary, preliminary and permanent injunctive relief to prevent breaches or 
threatened breaches of any of the provisiona of this Agreement, without posting any bond 
or other undertaking. 

(d) Waiver; Remedies Cumulative. The rights and remedies of the 
parties to thia Agreement are cumulative and not alternative. Neither any failure nor 
any delay by any par,ty in exercising. any right, power or privilege under this Agreement 
or any of the documents referred to in thie Agreement will operate as a waiver of such 
right, power or privilege, and no single or partial exercise of any such right, power or 
privilege will preclude any other or further exercise of such right, power Qr privilege or 
the exercise of any other right, power or privilege. To the maximum extent.p.ertnitt;ed, by 
applicable law, (1) no claim or right arising out of this Agreement or any of the dOl:unienta 
referred to in this Agreement can be discharged by one party, in whole or in part, by a 
waiver or renunciation of the claim or right unless in writing signed by the other party; 
(2) no waiver that may be given by a party will be applicable except in the specific 
instance for which it is given; and (3) no notice to or demand on one (l) party will be 
deemed to be a waiver of any obligation of that party or of the right of the party giving 
such notice or demand to talce further action without notice or demand as provided in 
this Agreement or the documents referred to in this Agreement. 

(e) Entire Agreement and Modiftcation. This Agreement 
supersedes all prior agreements, whether written or oral, between the parties with 
respect to its subject matter and constitutes (along with any documents delivered 
pursuant to this Agreement) a complete and exclusive statement of the terms of the 
agreement between the parties with respect to its subject matter. This Agreement may 
not be amended, supplemented, or otherw:ise modified .except by a written agreement 
executed by the party to be charged with the amendment. 

(f) Assignments, Successors and No Third-Party Rights, 
Cl\stomer may not aBSign any of its rights or delegate any of its obligations under this 
Agreement without the prior written consent of ORN. Any attempt.ed assignment or 
transfer in violation of this Section lO(f) will be void. Subject to the preceding sentence, 
this Agreement will apply to, be binding in all respects upon and inure to the benefit of 
the successors and permitted assigns of the parties. Nothing expressed or referred to in 
thie Agreement will be construed to give any person or entity other than the parties to 
this Agreement any legal or equitable right, remedy or claim under or with respect to 
thie Agreement or any provision of this Agreement. except such rights as shall in'llre to a 
euccea&or or permitted asaignee pursuant to this Section lO(f). 

(() Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is held invalid or 
unenforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction, the other provisions of thie 
Agreement will remain in full force and effect. Any provision of this Agreement held 
invalid or unenforceable only in part or degree will remain in full force and effect to the 
extent not held invalid or unenforceable. 
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(h) Construction. The headings of sections in this Agreement are 
provided lbr convenience only and will not affect its construction or int.erpretetion. All 
references to "Sections• refer to the oorresponding sections of this Agreement. 

(i) Time is of Essence. With regard to all datell and time periods set 
forth or referred to in this Agreement, time is of the essence. 

G> Attorneys' Fees and Coats. If any action at law or in equity ia 
necessary to enforce or construe this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to 
recover from the non-prevailing party reasonable attorneys' fees, costii and other 
disbursements reasonably incurred in such action in addition to ell other relief to which 
the prevailing party may be entitled. 

(le) Savings Clause. In no event shall int:erest contracted fur, charged 
or roceived under this Agreement exceed the maximum interest permitted by applicable 
law. The amounts of such interest in exceaa of the amounts permitted by applicable law 
shall be refunded to Customer. 

(I) Execution or Agreement. This Agreement may be executed in one 
(1) or more counterparts, each of which will be deemed to be an original ofthia Agreement 
and ell of which, when taken together, will be deemed to constitute ene end the as.me 
agreement. The exchange of copies of this Agreement and of signature pages by facaimi!e 
trenBtlliasion shall constitute effective execution end delivery of thia Agreement as to the 
parties and may be used in lieu of the original Agreement lbr all purposes. Signatures of 
the parties transmitted by facsimile shell be deemed to be their original aignatutes fur 
all purposes. 

(m) Relationship of Parties. None of the parties shall, at any time, 
represent that it ia the authorized agent or representative of the other. 

(n) Publicity. Without prior consent, neither party may name or refer 
to the other party in any press releases, advertisements, promotional or marketing 
mat.eriala, or make any other third-party disclosures regarding the other party. 

(o) Force Majeure. The parties will not incur any liability to e.ach 
other or to any other party on account of any losa or damage resulting from any delay C)r 
failure to perform ell or any part of this Agreement (except for payment obligatiotis) to 
the extent such delay or failure is caused, in whole or in part, by events, occurrences, or 
causes beyond the control, and without the negligence ot; the parties. Such event&, 
occurrences, or causes include, without limitation, acts of God, telecommunications 
outages, Internet outages, power outages, any irregularity in the announcing or posting 
of updated date tiles by the applicable agency, strikes, lockouts, riots, acts of war, fl.coda, 
earthquakes, fires, and explosions. 

[TUmainder of page in.lell.lionally left blank] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed in multiple originals by the 
parties hereto on the date and year first above written. 

CUSTOMER: 

DRN: 

Burns National, LLC 

Digital Recognition Network, Inc. 

By:C)~'-F) 
Name: John Nethery 
Title: COO/CFO 

Attn: John Nethery 
4150 International Plaza 
Tower 1, Suite 800 
Fort Worth, Texas 76109 
e-mail: jnethery@drndata.com 

/signature page - Master Services "'8ree171!4ntl 
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SCmmULE #1 
PROVIDER AGREEMENT 

The following Schedule is entered into on July I, 2015, between Digital ~gnitiCln Net
work, Inc., a Delllware corporation ("DRN"), and Jlurns National, LLC, a Michil!Bll limitcd liabil
ity company ("Provider" and collectively with DRN, the "Parties"), and is incorpotated into the 
Master Services Agreement ("Agreement") between DRN and Provider dated July l, 2015. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, Provider owns and operates a company who is one of the leading.facilita,tois 
of repossession m1d skip related services in the U.S. llnd utilizes a nationwlde network of~fes
sional repossession agents to provide these services for their clients: and 

WHEREAS, DRN utilizes proprietary and custnmized licensed plate recog0ition equip
ment and software to facili~ the real-time flow of asset location infonnlltion from .and to service 
providers , lending ins.titutions and their agents; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to this Provider Schedule, ORN has agreed to provide to Provider 
certain access rights to the DRN Affiliate Network and its related databases; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of 
which are hereby acknowledged, Provider and ORN, intending to be legally bound, hereby agree 
as follows: 

S.cctioII l 
TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

1.0 l "Activated Hot List Data File" - Reli::rs to a data file that cOJ:\~ns a ljst of accounts, 
VlNS and other non NPPI identifying infonnation associated with a Ciicnt Hotlist. This is the 
file that is transfcrrt:d to the DRN Car Detector software of the Joint Provider-ORN Agent 

l.02 "Client Hot List" - Refers to a list of vehicles, which is provided by a ORN Client, Pro
vider Client, or JointProvider-DRN Client to Provider and/or ORN, which are sought for repos
session by ORN C:lient, Provider Client, or Joint Pro\iider-DRN Client and are subject to and 
covered by an agreement with DRN and/or Provider. 

1.03 "ORN Affiliate" - Refers to any vendor who owns and operates DRN provided IPR 
cameras and equipmcnt·and who has executed a ORN Affiliate A~L 

l .04 "DRN Affiliate Agreement" - Refers to the written: agreement by and between ORN and 
any vendor who owns or· operates DRN provided LPR cameras and equipment, which gov ems 
th~ terms and conditions under which the DRN Affi I iate and ORN operate. 

l .05 "ORN Affiliate Netwo.rlc" - Refers to the collection of all ORN Affiliates. 

1.06 "DRN Car Detector" - Refers to the software which controls llnd operates the DRN LPR 
Camera and cquipmentand which aggregates, sorts and communicates DRN Vehicle Data gath
ered by the ORN LPR cameras and processor. ORN Car Detector software resides on the in-cat 
laptop computer connected to the DRN camera equipment 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT 
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l .07 "ORN Client" ·Refers to any auto lender, auto lienholder, fmancial l~tion .or aato 
portfolio owner who has entered into an agreement with ORN, wherein ORN pftlvidcs DRN Ve
hicle Data to Client or Client's designated agent. 

1.08 "ORN System" - Defined in the MSA. 

1.09 "ORN Vehicle Data"· Defined in the MSA 

LI 0 "Initial Transfer File" -Refers to the electronic file transfemid by Provider to ORN, 
which contains specifically enumerated data fields from the Client Hotlist 

1.11 "Joint Provider-ORN Agent" - Refers to any ORN Affiliate who is a Provider Agent. 

I. l 2 "Joint Provider-ORN Client'' - Refers to any auto lender, financial institution or auto 
portfolio owner who has entered into an agreement for services with both DRN and Provider. 

1.13 "LPR" - Refers to the process wherein a Joint Provider-ORN Agent loclites a wanted ve
hicle utilizing ORN provided LPR equipment, and pursuant to authorization from Provider, re
covers the wanted vehicle. 

1.14 "Provider Agent" - Refers to any recovery related service provider who provides repos
session services on behalf of Provider and who has entered into a written Provider Service 
Agreement 

1.15 "Provider Client" - Refers to any auto lender, auto lien holder, financial institution.or 
auto portfolio owner who has entered into an agreement with Provider, wherein Provider pro
vides recovery related services. 

1.16 "Provider Service Agreement" - Refers to the agreement which governs the tenns and 
conditions under which a Provider Agent will perfonn services for and on behalf of Provider. 

1.17 "Provider Software" - Refers to the primary repossession managllll!ent software, services 
and datahase(s) utilized by Provider, which includes RON if utilized !)y Provider. 

Se.ction 2 
FACILIATION OF CLIENT HOTLIST TRANSFER FROM 
CLIENTS TO DRN AND JOINT PROVIDER-DRN AGENTS 

2.1 Obtaining Client Hotlist. Provider will obtain the Client Hotlist. The Clicrtt 
Hotlist and associated data file will be received, parsed, Indexed and stored by Provider utlJIZlng 
Provider Software. The Client Hotlist received by Provider, may contain any fields ncccssazy for 
Provider to manage the recovery process and may include Non Public Personal lnfonnation 
("NPPI"). Provider will be responsible for maintaining and securing the data contained in the 
Client Hotlist. 

2.2 Initial Transfer File ·No less than once per day, Provider Will electronically trans-
mit the specified fields from the Client Hotlist to DRN. Under no circumstances is Provider to 
transfer to ORN any NPPI data. If Provider is in possession of license plate .data for any record 
contained within the Client Hotlist, Provider agrees to append such infonnation including alpha 
numerical nwnbers and state of registration to the associated record in the Client Hotlist. 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT 2 
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2.3. Receipt of Initial Transfer Fjle by ORN - ORN will reCeiVe and accept the Initial 
Transfer File, which will contain among other data fields, the VIN for~~ that was orig
inally on the Client Hotlist. ORN will parse, index and Jtore this data. ORN will tag or identify 
each VIN contained in the Initial Transfer File and Client Hotlist, with a unique identifier usoci
atcd only with Provider. This file is referred to as the Activated Hot List Data File. 

2.4. Inmsfer ofAc!jyated Hot List Pala File-ORN will electronically tranSfer the Ac
tivated Hot List Data File to ORN Car Detector software registered and licensed to ali Joint Pro
vider-ORN Agents. 

2.S. Alert of Potential Hit - ORN CarOctector will cross reference ORN Vehicle Data 
acquired by the LPR cameras with the Activated Hotlist Data File. The ORN Car Detector software 
will attempt to match the. ORN Vehicle Data with a wanted vehicle contalncd in the Activated Hot 
List Data File. ff the ORN Car Detector Identifies a possible match, ORN Car .Detector will cause 
an audio and video alert to display on the computer screen of the in-car computer screen that is 
connected to the LPR cameras. 

2.6 Displav of Contact lnformat!on - Upon the detection of a potential match, ORN 
Car Detector will display an alert advising the Joint Provider-ORN Agent that he has potentially 
loe&Uld a vehicle that is on the Client Hotlist assigned to Provider. The display will provide the 
Joint Provider-ORN Agent with the 2417 contact number of Provider, so that he may contact Pro
vider, confirm that the vehicle is still wanted for repossession and receive the repossession anign
ment. 

Section 3 
CONFIRMATION, CLOSING AND ASSIGNMENT OF 

ACCOUNT FOR REPOSS~SlON 

3.1 2417 Telephone Access to Provider. During the Tenn of this agreement, Provider 
agrees to provide ORN with a telephone number, which will be answered by Provider pel'SOllllcl 
or agents 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. If this number becomes disabled, changed or discon
nected, Provider agrees to notify ORN within 4 hours of becoming aware ofthe situation. 

3.2 Confinnatlon ofQpen Rqiossession Assignment. Upon receiving a phone call from a 
Joint Provider-ORN Agent, Provider will investigate and confirm through the Provider reposses
sion software that the account for which ORN Car Detector has indica!Cd a J108Slble match is an 
active account on the Client Hot List, which is currently open for repossession, and that Provider 
and/or their approved agent is authorized to recover vehicle. 

3.3 Assignment of Order to RCDOssess. Upon confirmation tbatthe account for which ORN 
car Detector has indicated a possible match is in fact a match, and that 1he llCCO)llll is an open, 
active order to repossess, Provider will assign the account out for repossession as ibllows: 

a. If the ORN Affiliate who scanned the plate is a Joint Provider-ORN ~ th!ll'I 
Provider will a511ign the order to repossess to the Joint Provider·DRN Agent, 
through the Provider Software System. 

b. If the DRN Affiliate who scanned the plate is not a Joint Provider-ORN Agent, then 
Provider will assign the order to repossess to an approved Provider Agent as 900ll 

as n:asonably practicable. 
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3.4 Notification to Client offu;nssignmcnt. If Client has the account which Provider has 
assigned out for repossession pursuant to 3.3 ·ab9ve, assigned to another repossession vaulor, and 
Provider is aware of the additional assignment, then Provider shall Immediately notify Client or 
their dcsignati:d agent, that the account has been reassigned and shOuld imrnediall:ly be dosed with 
my other vendor 

3.5 Confinnatjon ofRcpossessjon. As soon as practicable after being notified that the vehicle 
has been repossessed pursuant to 3.3 above, Provide.r shall record in the Provider Softw&R: that the 
vehicle has been repossessed, the agency who repossessed the vehicle, the date and time of the 
repossession, as well as the address, city, state and zip of the repossession address. 

3.6 Payment for R.eoossession Services. Pursuant to their contract with the Provider Agent 
(or Joint Provider-ORN Agent), Provider shall be responsible for payment of all repossession re.. 
lated fees associated with the repossession order described in 3.3 above. 

Section 4 
TRANSFER OF REPOSSESSION STATUS INFORMATlON 

4.1 Transfer of Repossession Sta!Us lnfounation. As soon as practicable, but no less than 
once per day, Provider will electronically transmit data fields specified below from the Client 
Hotlist to DRN. 

a. Date of repossession. 
b. Time of repossession. 
c. Agency who repossessed vehicle. 
d. Address of Repossession, including: street number, street, cey, state and zip code 
e. Status of repossession: Ex. "repossessed;" "abandoned," "recovered," "open", etc. 

4.2 Transfer oflnfonnatjon for Vehicle Not Reoossesscd· If the. vehicle that was assigned 
for repossession pursuant to 3.3 above is not recovered, Provider agrees that upon request fuim 
ORN, to provide DR:N with explanation as to why the vehicle was not recovered. The infonnation 
provided pursuant to this prQvision shall not contain any NPPI data. Such information shall be 
provided to ORN within a reasonable time, not to exceed ten days. 

Section S 
LPR Pricing, Billing, and Delivery 

S. I Fee Schedule. All fees arc listed in separate Schedules to the Agl"C!'mcnt. 
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FIDENTIAL 

Section 6 
REPRESENTATION AND WARRANTIES 

6.1 Provider A&ents and Joint Provjc!er-DRN Agents. Provider hereby repnr.llClll5 and 
warrants to ORN as follows: 

(a) to the best of Provider's knowledge, that Provider will only assign an.account 
listed on the Client Hotlist to a Provider Agent who is covered by and subject 
to a valid and current Provider Services AgrccmcnL 

(b) to the best of Provider's ability, it will not knowingly permit a vehicle that is 
listed on the Client Hotlist to be repossessed by a JointProvider~DRN agent 
without firs1 issuing or making a valid repossession assignment to the Join! 
Provider-ORN Agent. 

6.2 O!hcr JJ>R Dita. Provider hereby rcpmcnts llld watTllllb 1P D~ tbit ij: it ;;,t 
Clll'l'el1t:ly ai;quirina I.PR Dara from any other JOurce and that It is !lilt cumntly c:rOu~ « 
plaeina their repossessioo or sklp w:ounts with any other LPR dlda provider, 

6.3 Trans( er of Elcctronie Data. Both parties hctC!O represent and warrant that Ibey 
will not introduce any compiiter viruses or other harmful softwan: programs which may damage 
the other party's software, network or its related datsbases or data. 

6.4 Reverse Engineering. Both parties represent that they will not attempt in any way 
to detennine the source code of the other party's proprietary software used in connection with. or 
in furtherance of this Agreement, or modify, disassemble, reverse assemble, decompil"' revclllC 
engineer or create derivative works based on such proprietary software an.cl sy~ms of the other 
wilhout the other's written consent. 

6.4 Infonnation Provided to Provider and/or Joint Provider-PKN Ascnt. Pro-
vider understands and agrees that it will be receiving all data, includlng license plate data, from 
ORN on an "AS IS'' basis. DRN DISCLAIMS ALL W ARRANTIIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
INCLUDING TIIE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, RELATING TO ITS LICENSE PLATE DATA. ORN DOES NOT 
MAKE, AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATIONS RELATING TO THE 
ACCURACY AND CORRECTNESS OF ANY INFORMATION PROVIDED TO PROVIDER 
AND OR PROVIDERAGENTS, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO: THE VEHICLE 
LOCATION, 1liE STATUS OF THE REPOSSESSION ORPER; THE VEHICLE 
!DENTIFICA TION NUMBER, MAKE, MODEL, YEAR OF THE VEHICLE; THE 
ACCURACY OF THE CLIENT HOTLJST PASSED TO DRN CAR DETECTOR OR THE ORN 
SYTEM, OR ANY OTHER INFORMATION WHICH MAY BE PASSED ELECTRONICALLY 
TO PROVIDER OR A PROVIDER AGENT. 

6.S Contractirur wjth DBN Affili•!§. Upon execution of this Agreement ORN will 
provide Provider a list of :ORN Affiliates. Provider will in good faith attempt .to COJdnQt with as 
many DRN AffiliatM as possible. If after 90 days, Provider has failed lo Ceillfract with at least 
85% of ORN Affllie.tes, ORN may tenninatethis agiecmcn!. 
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Section 7 
NON-COMPETmON 

. . 7.1 ·. Nop.Cogmeti!ion of Prpyldg. During the Term oftbll APmcnt and for a period 
of nlnoty (90) daya lhereafter; Provider Will not din:cUy or indirecdy, illdivldulf!Y oijolndy, O\¥ll . 
111)' interest ill, optflte.,i9in. develop; OOJllroj orpartictpate.U ltpll'IDDf, dim:lor., prilldpal,<lf&ao,. ·. 
or agento~orpcafom1 ~semea for llllY)ieracln orC11til.ylhatcmpga in thebiiaineuotFOV~ · 
Ing license plate recosnilion ll!l'Yicea for plirpotes of loCating useb Wilhhl thll· gedglqblc nor . 
the Ullilod Stata.witbout thepior.writtcn con!lftlt ofDR'N,.Addltlonally, during tbetenn of~ .. · 

. agreaincntand for 1 paciod. 90 days thi'1'.llllfl.cr, Provider' Will not diteetly or lf!ditMlf ~ke ~ · ·. 
LPR dam from 111y perSQn or Cll\tity other than by and through PRJll, Nl)~~.~~ing • .·· 
hcmiin IO the c:antrlly, tlli• Section 7J. shall nOI prevent Provider trom &CquJring .S iii hiiicittrit:iit' .·. · 
11e1;iaritiet ~I not n)O!e than five pcrccrit (5%) oftJui outlfandiilg YotiltJ seCutJtklS.Ofany . 
publfoly·bald corporation. · · · 

FIDENTIAL 

7.2 Fair and Rq39nable Restrictions. Provider agrees that the restrictions contained in 
this Section 7 are fair and reasonable and that the restrictions imposed herein constitute a material 
inducement for DRN to enter into this Agreement. Provider acknowledges and agrees that the 
covenants not to competc and the remedies contained in this Section 7 are reasonable as to tirm; 
gcogniphic area and scope of activity and do not impose a greater restraint than is necessary to 
protect their business interests. 

7.3 Court Rcfoanation. If, notwithstanding the foregoing, the coveDllllt not to competc 
contained in this Section 7 is fotmd by a court of competent jurisdiction to contain limitations as 
to time, geographic area or scope of activity that are not reasonable or noL necessary to prOOICt the 
goodwill or legitimate business interests of ORN, then such court is hereby authorized and di· 
rectcd to reform such provisions to the minimum extent necessary to cause the limitations con
tained in this Section 7 as to time. geographical area and scope of activity to be reasonable 11Dd to 
impose a l'Clltraint that is not greater than necessary to protect the goodwill and legitimate business 
interests of the other party. 

[Remainder of page i.ntentumally left blank] 
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IFIDENTIAL 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Schedule has been executed in multiple originals by 
the parties herein on the date and year first above written. 

PROVIDER: 

ORN: 

Burns National, LLC 

Digital Recognition Network, Inc. 

,,,c;#v-~ 
Name: John Nethery 
Title: COO/CFO 

Attn: John Nelhery 
4150 International Plaza 
Tower 1, Suite 800 
FortWorth, Texas 76109 
e-mail: jnethery@dmdata.com 

[lignRtrm page - Masrer Se1'11im Agmnient - Scl1tdult 1 - Provider Agrttltfent] 
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SCHEDULE2 
LPR SUBSCRIPTION FEES 

1. The following schedule is entered into on July 1, 2015, between Digital 
Recognition Network, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("DRN"), and Bums National, LLC, 
a Michigan limited liability company ("Customer"), and is incorporated into the Master 
Services Agreement between DRN and Customer dated July l, 2015. 

2. Fees. The following fees are payable under this Agreement: 

(a) DRN LPR Subscription Fee. The DRN LPR Subscription fee 
provides Customer with: 

(i) access to DRN Vehicle Data for the year prior to the date of the Valid 
Purchase Order waa submitted through the DRN System for the particular 
VIN listed in the Valid Purchase Order; 

(ii) access to the DRN Vehicle Data for the particular VIN listed in the Valid 
Purchase Order through the DRN System as long as the Valid Putchase 
Order remains open in the DRN System; end 

(fu') the option to list the particular vehicle identified in the Valid Purchase 
Order in the DRN LPR "hotlist" managed within the DRN Syat.em. 

The DRN LPR Subscription fee is based on (i) a minimum monthly floor of 
$4,000 (based upon unlimited VINs uploaded by Customer) and (ii) a 
monthly performance fee based on the number of Cust.omer's recoveries in 
a given month obtained via the DRN System, ("DRN Recoveries.j The 
monthly performance fee will be paid in those months in which the DRN 
Recoveries exceed 25, and will be calculated at$185 per DRN Recovery that 
exceeds 25. Customer will provide DRN monthly reporting that includes · 
the number of DRN Recoveries and the DRN Affiliate responsible for the 
DRN Recovery. 

3. Confirmation of Repossession or Closure. Aa soon as practicable after 
a vehicle is repossessed, Customer shall notify DRN through the DRN System that the 
vehicle has been rep088essed, the agency that repossessed the vehicle, the date and time 
of the repossession, and the address, city, state and zip where the repoa,eession occurred. 
Additionally, es soon as practicable after a Valid PW'chase Order is closed, Customer 
shall notify DRN through the DRN System that the Valid Purchaee Order should be 
cloeed. 

4. Payment for Obtaining Vehicle License Plate and State otlssuance 
("License Plate Fees"). Upon submittal by Customer to DRN of any Valid Purchase 
Order that does not contain license plate data, DRN shall automatically attempt to 
reverse the VIN contained in the Valid Purchase Order in order to obtain the licellllO 
plate and state ofiJlsuance aaaociated with the Valid Purchase Order. To the extent that 
DRN is able to obtain license plate data, Customer agrees to pay DRN one dollar ($1.00) 
per license plate record returned. lfDRN is unable to return license plate data, or if the 
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Valid Purchase Order already contains license plate data, Customer shall not be charged 
any License Plate Fee for DRN's attempt to obtain licens.e plate data. 

5. Authorized Uses of DRN Vehicle Data. Customer ia prohibited from 
accessing the DRN System and utilizing the DRN Vehicle Data acquired through the 
DRN Vehicle Data Services other than: 

(a) to prevent or detect fraud or other unlawful activity; 

(b) locate an individual vehicle sought for recovery by Customer; 

(c) collect a debt, provided that such debt collection does not eanstitute 
in whole or in part, a determination of an individual consumer's eligibility for credit or 
insurance to be used primarily for personal, family or household purp086a; and 

(d) identify, locate, or contact a consumer in connection with the 
collection of a consumer's debt or fur prioritizing collection activities. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Schedule baa been executed in multiple originals 
by the parties hereto on the date and year first above written. 

CUSTOMER; Burns National, LLC 

.,~~ 
Nam~'1~ 
Title: 'Su~\~ 

Attn: 
5132 37th Ave · 
HudSonville, MI 49426 .<::'\ nA...J.uv. A lltt_ 
Email: fe_C'.e>'le_fY J;'.) ... ~tfluf\'{>IW µ ¥-U. t:;._ 

DRN: 

NFIDENTIAL 

Digital Recognition Network, Inc. 

CJ>4,.r~ 
By:_, ___ _ 
Name:. J.ohn Nethery 
Title: COO/CFO 

Attn: John Nethery 
4150 International Plaza 
Tower 1, Suite 800 
Fort Worth, Texaa 76109 
e·mail: jnethery@drndata.com 

{•'6nolur• Pill• - Masrer Seruicu ~-lit 
ScMdule 1- LPR Subicrip#oA Feu} 
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